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God girt her a"bout with the surgres.
And winds of the masterless deep,
With tumult that rouses and urges
•iuick billows to sparkle and leap;
He filled from the life of their motion
Her nostrils v/ith breath of the sea
And gave her afar in the ocean
A citadel free.
Her never the fever-mists shrouding
Ilor blasts of the desert-'^vind blight.
Nor pall of drear smoke overclouding
Toil's merciless cities of night.
But her Sun-(Jod wings shafts from his quiver
Over hills that are pasturelands fair
By shores where each leap-ue hath its river
And life thrills the air.
Her beauty abides in all changes
O'er isles where the palm meets the pine,
'>Vhere torrentv=3 sweep cold from v/hite ranges
To coasts of the fern-tree and vine.
Till the voices of streams that rushed waking
The gorges hoarse cataracts fill
Are last in the roar of seas breaking.
The sound never still.
Her youth is made heir of the ages.
Her children are freeman and peers,
Plain workers, yet sure of the wages
Slow destiny pays with the years;
Though little and latest their nation
Yet this they have won without sword
That woman with man shall have station.
The toiler be lord.

Far away from gaunt multitudes striving,
Far away from grey misery's dearth,
They are huilding with patient contriving
A kindlier realm on the earth
Where pity worn age shall environ.
Where the young start abreast In the race,
Kor shall Fate with a gauntlet of iron
Smite Poverty's face.
Peaks piercinvg the silence of heaven,
Snows gleaming in luminous space,
See her waves round a hemisphere driven
Fling their crests to the winds as they ra
And the sters watch her lamp newly lighted
And its beams shot afar o'er the sea
With a light of old wrongs at length righted
By men who are free.
William Pember Reeves,
c
A EISTOHY OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
IK
NEW ZEALAND
INTRODUCTORY
It is the writer's purpose to approach this
significant theme from the genetic and philosophic angles
with the interpretive elements dominating. So far as is
known no serious attempt has "been made hitherto, to gain
such a comprehensive and "balanced view of the origin, out-
workin??, and present status of Religious Education in New
Zealand as this statement will attempt. Thus far New Zealand's
Religious History has been largely overshadowed in that of
the older countries and especially of the Homeland, and,
unconsciously this has led to a misconception of history as
something which had been enacted in the dim and distant past
hut with no vital, necessary or useful function in the
present
.
The tendency to enshroud Religious Education and
enshrine it in moniunents, traditions, and great names of the
past must "be obviated. The work of the past will be accepted
as in measure intrinsic, but as largely instrumental to
higher values in the present and future,
Much valuable work has been accomplished from many
points of view by independent investigators and denominational
fl)

authorities and the writer's task will he to ssmthesize
the availahlo material in the lifrht of present status and
future plans.
Hence, general and church historians and educationists
will be used in so far as their work seems valuable or valid
for our purpose.
Standing as she does far from the centre of thing's,
New Zealand requires to be kept in close and helpful touch
with the great creative centres of thought and expression;
failing this there is a tendency to become insular or self-
satisfied with her own particular scheme of life. This con-
sideration should not, however, blind us to the ftct that
"History is to society what memory is to the individual""'"
and that the surest guidance and most helpful plans may grow
out of the store of experience furnished by past strivings
and achievement in a given environment.
As the centenary of organized European settlement and
establishment as a British possession approach, it is fitting
that our people and especially our leaders should spend some
time in retrospect and prospect in order that the lessons of
the past may be grasped and correlated and plans made for
still greater achievements.
With approximately 85 per cent of the population born
within the Dominion it becomes increasingly imperative to
proper understanding and interpretation that the Country's
past history, present status and significance, both as self-
1
Condliffe, J. B., - A Short History of New Zealand - Introduction
VI.
1
3deterraininc: rnaraber of a j^reat coimnonwealth of IJntions snd in
relation to the whole world should he clearly appreciated.
Becaiise of her natural wonders and beauty "set like
a gem in the heart of the sea", her ricli agricultural and
pastoral possibilities, her promise of leadership in solving
social and economic problems and in evolving newer education-
al and religious standards. New Zealand bids fair to become
one of the v/orld's great research laboratories in bringing
about the bettor order to which all right-thinking people
aspire
.
History is first lived, then written, and the two
fundamental principles of continuitj^ pnd development in human
affairs must be grasped, interpreted, end applied as suggest-
ing the various stages of spiritual, intellectual, and general
progress. That young Hew Zealanders require to have this
historic sense cultivated especially in relation to our insti-
tutions and everyday experiences, is obvious to their present
leaders.
The case is well put by Dr . J. His-ht in his excellent
introduction to Condliffe's "A Short History of New Zealand".
A history is a po?/erful aid in developing a social mind or
sense in the young citizen, and a sure foundation for love
of country and willingness to serve it. It is often e more
convenient factor than genersil history in the intellectual
pua m.oral training of young people, because of the greater
proximity or intimacy of the facts, the small stage on which

the draras unfolds itself and the comparative ebsence of
conflicting dynastic, ecolesiestical, racial, end other motives
that complicate the study of human conduct in older lands."
It is this more human aspect of history, with its core
in relicrious development, in which we are specially interested.
This is designed to be infinitely more thsn a chronicle
of past politics or pest religious conflicts; it relates to the
manifold activities of life growing out of the great determin-
ing factors, heredity, environment, and ideals. It has heen
suggested that from her comparative homogeneity, isolation,
and productivity. New Zealand might well become a great world
laboratory. She might also be used to epitomize human history.
Primitive life in its various stages is well exemplified
in the Maoris, while Itluropean civilization has brought the
pastoral, agricultural, industrial, and general cultural stages
in order.
So fast has been the development that there are many
still living who remember the "good old" pioneering days and
are able to relate these to the great modern developments.
In other words the thing that has taken centuries to accomplish
in the older lands has in this younger country happened "over
night" . ihis spells great opportunity and responsibility as
it is demonstrated that we are much less creatures of social,
economic, and religious circumstances than was hitherto supposed.
The general clan of this Thesis will be simple. It

5will open with a brief discussion of Eawaiki, the traditional
home of the Maori; then will be sufrgestei the wonderful con-
tribution made by the Polynesian navigators and explorers,
650 - 1250 A.D.
A section v/ill be given to Ao-Tea-Koa - (The Long
White Cloud) - New Zealand and her original inhabitants es-
pecially from the point of view of their religious development
and beliefs.
The work of the great Suropean discoverers and seers,
Tasman, 1642, to Marsden, 1814, will be noted and the effect
of the incursion of the Old V/orld into the New in navigator,
pirate, trader, official, and missionary will at once suggest
some of the problems to be dealt with and the main lines of
retardation and development.
From this point the Theme will open up under three
major divisions:
The Missionary Period - from the landing of
the Heverend Samuel Marsden to the appointment
of Bishop Selwyn.
The Period of Organization - extending to the
passing of the National Education Act, 1877,
The long period of growth and development from
1877 to the present.
The work of the Church of "Sngland at first
through the Church Missionary Society and later
through the Organized Church in New Zealand will
form the background for our study and into this
r
may be v/oven the significant Contributions
of the Ma.'jor Denominations.
Illustrative materials in the form of maps,
pictures, and graphic representation should
fill the "chinks" and add something to the
value of this statement.
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CHAPTER I
HAWAIKI : TRADITIONAL HOME
OF TH3 LiAORI AND
TES POLYl^IESIAN E:CPL0R3RS

HAWAIKI: THE TRADITIONAL HOMiil OF
THE UAOrJ AND TES POLYNESIAN EXFLOHBRS
All great races glory in their past and in this the
Maoris, the native race of New Zealand, are not exceptional.
V/hen the first European contacts were made in 1642 these
noble people were already highly developed and well establish-
ed in the land.
The question as to how they came there and when, opens
up a vast field which we shall touch only in so far as seems
necessary to provide a background for the significant develop-
ments to follow.
Henceforth the lot of Maori and Pakeha are to be cast
together and just as many elements have entered into the up-
building of the British Peoples leading to new strength and
virility may we not hope that this later fusion will bring
together such elements as shall tend to produce in New Zealand
a type different from and more virile than any of the parent
s t ems
•
Such sources as: Slsdon ^est; The Maori As He Was;
Sir Oeorge ^rey; Poljmesian Mythology; S. Percy Smith;
Hawaiki; and \V. Pember Reeves; The Long White Cloud: give
detailed data as to Maori Tradition and Legend and although
much has been done there are many gaps to be bridged and many
competent anthropologists and ethnologists are still at work
collecting and Rifting the evidence and evolving theories.
(8)

9The subjoined maps showing Oceania: the traditional
routes of migrations and the magnitude and bounds of the
Pacific Ocean will indicate something of the distances to be
traversed and the hardships to be endured by these hardy ex-
plorers, marking them as among the greatest navigators the
world has seen.
Originally, the Maoris had no written language and it
is only of late years that the history of these voyages has
been pieced together from their unwritten traditions,
"The words they used were not written down until
the early missionaries anxious to print the isible
for them in their own tongue, made a careful
study of their speech and collected their words
and sayings. In 1820 kr. Kendall, the missionary
schoolmaster, took tv/o chiefs, Hongi and Waikato,
with him to England, and there, with the help of
Professor Lee of the University of Cambridge,
arranged the grammar and the language in written
form."!
But although there were no written records,
"Every well-born Maori took pride in being able
to recite the names of his forefathers, from his
father and grandfather, back through generation
after generation for hundreds of years.
The boys of each tribe were carefully and
thoroughly taught by the wise old men until they
had learned by heart not only the names of their
own ancestors and the stories connected with such,
but also hundreds of songs, proverbs, incantations,
and dying messages left by the great heroes of the
past. In this way they trained their memories to
an extent that puts us lazy Pakehas to shame. "'^
The subjoined iiaratonga genealogies reaching back
to 1250 A.D. from 1900 are typical.
The period from 650 - 1E50 A.D. is enshrouded in
shadow and mystery and the best account v/e have of it is
'Condliff e, J. :i. - a Short Bistory of Nev/ Zealand, p.E.
^Ibid, p.?
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that "by 3. Percy Smith, (founder of the Polynesien Society),
in his Hawaiki : the original home of the Maori. He suggests
that, about the year 475 B.C. because of serious ethnic
troubles the forefathers of the whole eastern Pacific group,
including the Maoris, left their original home in some part
of Asia, more remotely the Central Asian Plateau and later,
India, on a series of migrations and explorations, ?his theory
is now well established and generally accepted.
At first, land migrations and later ocean voyages v/ould
be undertaken in terms of plentiful supplies of food and favor-
able weather conditions. Thus circumstances seemed to point
eastward and southward until the v/hole eastern Pacific was
comnassed. (See map for various migrations.) 7/hen the esrly
European explorers and settlers asked the old Maoris v/here
their people had com.e from originally they replied in this
vague way "from the great distance, the far away places, the
gathering place of souls, from Hawaiki."
The following statement by a noted authority on New
2
Zealand will suffice to close this part of the narrative.
"The traditions say that the llaori Pilgrim Fathers
left the island of Hawaiki for New Zealand about
the beginning of the fifteenth century. Hawaiki
is probably one of the "shores of old romance'.
Other Pol^mesian races also claim to have come
thence. Llr. Percy Smith gives good reasons for the
sugp-estion thet the ancestors of the Maori migrated
from the Society Islands and from x^aratonga, and
that their principal migration took place five
hundred years ago. It seems likely enough, however.
quoted by Gondliffe - A Short History of Hew Zealand, p. 4.
^Reeves, 7/. Pember - The Lone: V/hite Cloud, p. 49.
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that previous immigrants had p;one before them .
The two most famoiis of the p-reat double canoes of
the Maori Settlers were the Arawa, f shark) , and the
Tainui, (flood-tide) . On hoard thereof, v/ith the
men, women, and children, were brought dogs, rats,
the gourd and taro root, and the invaluable kumera
or sweet potato • It will be ssfe to say
that the L'aori Colonists landed at different points
and at widely different dates, and that later immi-
grants sonietiiiies drove ef.rli-sr comers inland or
southward,"
It is probably wise to add that more often many small bands
of new arrivals sought out suitable unoccupied territory and
there established themselves. This would account for the
tribal system that grew up.
With pardonable hyperbole these navigators claimed
to have "visited every part on earth", and authorities ere
agreed that "the list of islands which they discovered and
settled between 650 A.D. and 1250 a.D, includes the New
Hebrides, Hawaii, Tonga, Samoa, the Marquesas, Paumotus,
Society Islands, Austral Islands, Haratonga, and New Zealand,
They even visited a land away to the south, "a foggy,
misty, and dark place not shone on by the sun.""^ After detail-
ing the various voyages Mr. 8. Percy Snath asks,
"Who, after this, v/ill deny to the Poljmesians
the honour that is their due as skilful and daring
navigators? Here v/e find them boldly pushing out
into the greet u.nknown ocean in their frail ccnoes
actuated by the love of adventure and discovery
that characterizes our own race. Long before our
ancestors had learnt to venture out of sight of
land, these bold sailors had explored the Antarctic
Seas, and traversed the Pacific Ocean from end to
end ,
Considering the means at their command - their
lightly built canoes (sewn toerether with sinnet)
,
the difficulty of provisioning the crews, the
^Gondliffe, J. B. - A Short History of New Zealand, p. 5.
'^Hawaiki - pp. 178-179.
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absence of any instruments to guide them - I
feel justified in claiming for these bold
navigators as high a place in the honour-roll
as many of our ovm distinguished Arctic,
Antarctic, or other explorers."
It will readily be appreciated that such an ancient,
virile, and intelligent people had well crystallized customs
and rather definite religious beliefs. More than any other,
Sir George Grey, (third governor-in-chief of Hew Zeal>3nd) has
been instrumental in elucidating these backgrounds. On his
arrival in 1845 he found the British forces in constant con-
flict with the llaoris. "I soon perceived", he says, "thst I
could neither successfully govern, nor hope to conciliate, a
numerous and turbulent people, with whose language, manners,
customs, religion, and modes of thought I vws quite unacquaint-
ed." This consideration led to much painstaking labour the
result of which is embodied in his Polynesian Mythology. To
attemot a detailed analysis or interpretation of such a com-
plicated system of myth and legend is much beyond the scope
of this thesis but the following data is sug-?ested or present-
ed as furnishing a background for Maori religious beliefs and
practices
.
The Maori was end is a profound believer in the Unseen
and mysterious, and like the ancient Hebrews he had his stories
of the Creation and deductions from these. The best account of
Creation, according to the Maoris, is given by Grey, Polynesian
Mythology, pp."'"- 41. The keynote of this is "men had but one
''Grey, Sir George, Polynesian Lytholof^y, Intro, p. VI.
I1
I
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pair of primitive ancestors; they sprang from the vast
heaven that exists ahove us, and from the earth which lies
beneath us." Thus they were the children of Kang'i and Papa
springing from heaven and earth. These were the original
source from which all created things originated. In the out-
workinfr of this fundamental "belief the Polynesian arrived at
his system of doctrine. "The Heavens above, the Sarth beneath,
and the Darkness under the Karth."-*- The souls of the privileged,
as priests and chiefs went to hangi from which had come down
their ancestors, the fathers of the heroes
"for the souls of the common people there was in
prospect no such lofty and serene abode, 'ihey could
not hope to climb after death to the tenth heaven,
where dwelt Kehua, the Lord of Loving-Kindness,
attended b;7 an innumerable host. Ancient of days
was Rohua, with streaming hair. The lightning
flashed from his arm-pits, great v/as his power,
and to him the sick, the blind, and the sorrov/ful
might pray."^
The underprivileged were doomed to Po or Darkness,
Following the death chant as the blood relations were marshalled
in proper order, the soul started upon its long journey. It
was Gustom.ary to bring the dead with feet pointing to the
North as the soul's course was supposed to lie in that
direction - Land's ^nd, the extreme northern part of New
Zealand. To the Spirits' Leap the soul travelled by easy
stages and prepared for the final "take off." At this place
on the verge of a high cliff grew a peculiar tree named
Pohutu-Kav/a
,
(spray-sprinkled) . To the dancing of reluctant
-Reeves, W. P. - The Long V/hite Cloud, p. 65.
BIbid, p. 65.
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shades and the "barking of their dogs the spirits slid
quietly down the root and disappeared in the cave below.
Within the recespes of this was a river which all were im-
pelled to cross by the help of the ferrywoman named r.ohe
.
Any spirit that ate the food offered to it on the farther
shore was doomed to remain in Hades. Tiie spirit that was
sufficiently discriminating to decline the food returned to
its body and awoke. This latter was the Maori's interpretation
of a trsnce. Both in heaven and in the underworld there was
gradation, height upon height, and depth upon depth.
In the lowest and darkest reaches the soul lost con-
sciousness, became a worm, returned to earth and died there.
The good Presbyterian Doctrine of Election seemer' to be firmly
held: Sternal life was the heritage of the select few who
ascended to Rangi and dwelt there.
As to whether or not the Maori was more than a Secular-
ist "The Heverend James Stack, a most experienced student, says
that he conceivec of his 'iods as something more than embodiments
of power - as beings" interested in human affairs and able to
see and hear from the highest of the heavens what took place
on earth."
Speaking of the Maori's native ability and suscepti-
bility to new ideas. Sir George Grey sayB,
-It must be further borne in mind that the native
races who believed in these traditions are in no
way deficient in intellect, and in no respect
^Reeves, W. P. - The Long V/Tiite Cloud, p. 71.
io
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incapable of receiving the truths of Oir istianity
;
on the contrary, they readily emhrace its doctrines
and submit to its rules. In our schools they stand
a fair comparison with Europeans, end, v/hen in-
structed in Christian truths, hlush at their own
fornor ignorance and superstitions, and loo'k back
with shame and loathing upon their previous state
of wickedness and credulity; and yet for a great
part of their lives have they, and for thousands
of years before they were born have their fore-
fathers, implicitly submitted themselves to those
very superstitions, and followed those cruel and
barborous rites.
These, then were the crude, capable, warlike cannibals
with whom the first great group of European discoverers,
representing three nations, had contact as the trail blazers
for a higher form of civilization.
In the next chapter we shall attempt to note and
evaluate the v/ork of these brave men, as, largely unconscious
it may be, they prepared the way for the herald of the Cross,
that great Missionary Statesman, Samuel Itorsden, with his
characteristic message, "Behold, I bring you good tidings of
great ;joy."^ - Luke E:10.
Polynesian IvlytholO;Ty, Preface XIV.
Text of Samuel Marsden's first sermon at the Bay of Islands,
Christmas Day 1814.
11
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CHAPTER II
GR3AT SUROPSAN DISG0V3R13RS
AND SSI3RS:
TASlvlAN TO IIARSDBN
iI
I
THE GREAT EUROP^^M DISCOVER 'SRS AlTD SE5RS :
TASIvIAN TO LIARSDI5N
We have already noted the courage and skill of the
Pol3mesian Sxplor<^rs, and now turn to the first contacts of
Europe with these shores through a group of daring and able
navigators and missionaries.
This fascinating story is worked out in some detail
in such sources as Robert McNab's "From Tasman to Marsden"
and the purpose here is merely to maintain the historical
sequence and indicate that just as the Roman road builders
paved the way for the onward march of Christianity so these
explorers, taking their lives in their hands, became the
media through which a great new territory was to be opened
up and captures for "The Christ, The King".''"
A. It is only within the last quarter century that
leaders in world thought have really begun to appreciate the
work that was done in those earlier times and the general
foresight and wisdom of those who laid the foundations for
still another New World.
And so what was to Robert Louis Stevenson, "This
Desert of Ships", has become for Basil Mathews "The Dilemma
of the Pacific", and for J. 3. Condliffe "The Third
Mediterranean in History",
^Tennyson.
(17)
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From the appended map of the Pacific it will readily
be geen that the Pacific Ocean itself with its American,
Australian, New Zealand, and Asiatic boundaries constitutes
almost a hemisphere and dwarfs the Atlantic by comparison.
From the population point of view it is safe to say that
including India which is largely a Pacific problem, we have
around these shores and scattered throughout these mighty
waters, more than one half of the most industrious and capable
people in the world.
So far as India, China, and Japan are concerned some
part of this great population of eight hundred and fifty
millions must from time to time migrate and the most likely
destination is almost bound to be ii.ustralia. New Zealand, and
the other islands of the Pacific. Australia with its three
million square miles of territory has but six million
inhabitants. "Japan is one-twentieth of the size of Australia
and has ten times its population. In spite of its desert
areas, Australia could certainly easily support twenty to
tv/enty-five times its present population.""^ The case of New
Zealand with her one hundred and three thousand square miles
of territory and one million four hundred thousand inhabitants
is almost equally inviting.
It was into this wonderfully potential environment
that the early Explorers and Seers projected themselves working,
1
Mathews, Basil - The Clash of Colour, p. 47,
Note: ]j^or further significant data on the Pacific the reader
is referred to the above source. Chapter II.
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it may be, blindly but surely to change the old established
centre of gravity in human affairs from the Atlantic to the
Pacific. It is therefore fitting, that, as in a very real
sense, pioneers for the Zingdom the work and worth of these
outstanding men should be briefly noted,
B, Hhe early Explorers and their contribution*
Standing at the head of this noble list is
1, Abel Janszoon 'Jasman who discovered the Country and
gave it its name in 1642. At this period the Dutch nation
was at the height of its power, having thrown off the yoke
of Spain as the English had done also by the shattering of
the famour Armada. The English and Dutch were alike in their
love of adventure and in their trading instincts and in both
cases the comparative poverty and insularity of their countries
led them to build up great commercial systems with nearby lands.
"?/hen Sir Jhomas Gresham, the great merchant who
was the financial adviser of .^ueen Elizabeth, built
the Hoyal Exchange in London in 1567, he did so in
imitation and rivalry of the Bourse or I.arket-place
at Antwerp. 'Jhe Bank of Amsterdam, founded in 1611
as a means whereby Dutch merchants might change the
various kinds of money they received in trade, was
the first bank of its kind in the world. That fact
is in itself proof of the variety and 7/orld-wide
character of the Dutch trade."
In the year 1600 the epoch-making East India company
was formed by a group of London merchants. In 1602 the Dutch
also formed snch a company with contacts not only in India
but in Java, various other islands, and the Cape of Good Hope,
'Condliffe, J. i3. - a Short History of New Zealand, p. 14.
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As corapetition between the two companies became more intense
it was necessary for the Dutch to seek fresh fields.
"Tasman v/as a sea-captain in the service of the
Company, and had been sent down from Java to see
whether 1^1 ew Holland, as Australia was then called,
extended away to the south as a great Antarctic
Continent ."^
In due course he discovered Tasmania which now bears
his name, and sailing east came to liew Zealand. Under date
December 13th, 164E, the following simple entry is found in
Tasman' s Journal,
"Towards noon we saw a lars'e, hierh-lylng land,
bearing south-east of us about 15 miles distance."^
Thus is the discovery of Kev/ Zealand recorded. Tasm.an
concluded that this v/as a part of the mainland running across
to South America and his first name for it was btaten Land.
In due course this was found to be a mistake and the Dutch
authorities gave the name it still bears, IJew Zealand.
The two ships of the Hlxpedition were the Heemskerck,
a small war yacht of 60 tons and the Zeehaen, a flute or long
narrow ship of 100 tons, with total crews of 110, "of the
ablest-bodied seafaring men to be found in Batavia."^
They were provisioned for from IE to 18 months and carried
much material for trading with the inhabitants of countries
discovere'?.
.
^Ibid, p. 15.
|lTcLIab, Robert - i-'rom Tasman to liarsden, p. 4.
^Ibid, p, 3.

After an unfortunate clash vn'.th the I.^roris in
Golden mj a meetinp- of the Council was called and the
following resolution drawn up,
"Seeinr that the detestable deeds of these Natives
against four men of the Zeehaen's Crew, perpetrat-
ed this morning, must teach us to consider the
inhabitants of this country as enemies, that there-
fore it will he best to sail eastward along the
coast, following the trend of the land, in order
to ascertain whether there are any fitting places,
where refreshments and 7/ater would be obtainable ." ^
Because the Dutch authorities were engaged in a life and
death struggle with the English at the various points indi-
cated and so were unable to use the lands themselves, the
discovery was kept a close secret for many years and even
after the Dublieation of Gasman's Map much remained to be
done before a thorough-going survey of t?ie Coast-line was
possible. This daring and significant task fell to the lot
of a great Englishman, Captain Jam.es Cook whose life and
work will now be briefly considered as relating us more
definitely v/ith the shadowy past.
2. Captain James Cook - 1769 - 1777.
"The name of Cook stands hip^h in the roll of great
navigators and explorers and scientists, and his
personal character ranl'S him with the later band
of gallant gentlemen who perished with Captain
Scott in Antarctica."^
Cook was born in 1728, of labouring parents. His
father, Scotch by birth was bailiff on a Yorkshire estate.
Jibid, p. 8.
"^A Short History of New Zealand, p. 17.
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Cook's 9srly schooling was meagre and through many
vicissitudes he finally found himself apprenticed to a ship-
owner for three years. This life was hard beyond description
but through sheer force of character he rapidly rose to the
position of Captain's mate.
Upon the outbreak of war between the French and
English in Canada he served with great credit and on one
occasion
"furnished the Admiral with as correct and complete
a draft of the Channel and soundings as could have
been made after our countrymen v/ere in pot^session
of iiuebec."^
During the lor\^ Canadian winters Cook redeemed the
time by becoming an acknowledged authority on mathematics
and astronomy. His observation of an eclipse in 1766 brought
him to the notice of the Koyal Society which in turn persuaded
the Lords of the Admiralty to send a ship to Tahiti, the
expedition to observe the passage of Venus in June 1769,
Lieutenant Cook was invited to command the expedition,
"His instructions were that after observing the
transit, he was to use his discretion in making
further explorations of the Southern Ocean, and
especially of ITew 3ealand and its then unknov/n
inhabitants ."
^
On the way to New Zealand, amongst other islands, the Haratongan
group was discovered - (This bears Cook's name). In due course
they anchored in Poverty Bay and helpful contacts with the
'"Ibid, T). 17. - iuoten from Sanders - History of I!ew Zealand,
2lbid, p. 18.
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Maoris were established throuorh Tupaea, a Tahitan Chief
who found that he oould readily understand the Maoris and
have them understa.nd him. It was largely because of this
sagacity on Cook's part that his first visit vms as successful
and peaceable as it proved to be.
Because of the Tasman episode Cook enjoined his party
to exercise the utmost care; it grieved him when on rare
occasions he had to resort to force of arms. His consistent
endeavour was to have their relations' with the llaoris ^ust
and peaceable.
In all, four visits were paid to New Zealand and the
results of these are now accessible in a great mass and
variety of published materials. Among world explorers and
namgators there has not been a greater than this unlettered
boy who proved him.self master of his circumstances.
3. The first French Explorers - 1769 - 1771.
These are introduced here chiefly to indicate that
New Zealand might as easily have become a French possession
as a. jritish or Dutch in which ease the subsequent history
would have been quite different.
As Cook 7/as leaving New Zealand after his first visit,
unknown to him, a or'rench explorer, De Surville, passed him and
anchored in Doubtless i^ay. De Surville, a trading adventurer
had been attracted by exaggerated stories of Tahiti. His crew
became diseased and he decided to seek out I'lew Zealand in the
hope of finding scorbutic vegetables. His stay, however.
•I
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prove'-'' "brief and disappointing, his treatment of the Maoris
was cruel and unjust, and he kidnapped a chief before finally
sailing for South America. On April 8th, 1770, he was drowned
in attempting to enter the harbour of Ghilca in a small boat.
So far as New Zealand is concerned his contribution
was meagre. McNab ' s estimate is that "De Surville's visit
has not left us a single name."
Marion Du Fresne was a wealthy Frenchman interested
in scientific pursuits. On a voyage to I'ahiti he sighted Mt
.
Egmont on March 25th, 1772. Rounding Cape Maria Van Diemen
Marion landed at the Jay of Islands and proceeded to recondition
the ship and cure sick members of the crew. At first, relations
with the Maoris were most felicitous, but after a chief had
been bound for stealing an axe he organized a drastic revenge
killing and eating Marion and twenty seven members of his crew,
C. This brings us nearer to the period of trade and
settlement, sporadic at first but rapidly becoming better
organized
.
"After the reoorts of Cook's first voyage had been
published, the existence of the Islands became more widely
known, and there were stray visitors from time to time. A
British warship on a voyage round the world made a passing
call. One or two pioneer whalers, sailing- vessels from Nev/
England, came across from the coasts of South America, and
the French explorer D'Entr ecasteaux lay off the Three Kings
for a fe?/ days in 1793."^
^Condliffe - A Short History of IJew Zealand, p. 24.
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Meantime, the first convict settlement had heen
established at Sydney, iiustralia, in 1778 and it was from
this source that the heginniners of trade with Hew Zealand
sprang.
In due course two chiefs were kidnapped by the warship
"Daedalus" and carried off to Sydney and thence to Korfolk
Island in order to instruct the convicts in flaxdressing
with a view to establishing the clothing industry. Because
the two chiefs were so aggrieved at the fraud and the in-
dignity of being forced to do women's work, the governor of
Norfolk Island who treated them well, had them returned to
their native land. For this he was strongly reprimanded by
his superior, the governor of New South Wales.
Kegular trade with New Zealand was comm.enced by the
"Fancy" in 1795 when she shipped a cargo of spars and flaz
for Sydney.
It seem.s to be incidental to the occupation of any
new territory that the least desirable elements get in first
and in the early whalers, sealers, pirates, and free lances
of all descriptions Hew Zealand began to reap her first
heritage of woe.
Condliffe puts the case thus:-
"The sDlendid natural harbours north of Auckland
were very convenient for their purposes since
they had neither to pay tolls nor to observe the
ordinary decencies of life there as they would
have to do, even in Sydney. '2he first whalers
to come were Americans, attracted over from the
older whaling resorts on the Pacific Coast of
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South America hy stories of richer harvests
and fewer restrictions in these 7;o.ters.
Deserters escaped from many of these ships
and went to live as Pakeha-lvlaor is , and the
first experiences the Laoris had of civilized
life was often of a most brutal and revolting
character." {3eQ n. 26)
The sealing in the far south brought similar results
and left little permanent value.
One of the most sordid pages of our history was
written at Kororarel^a in the far north. Eere, Pakeha-Maoris
of the lowest and most illiterate type were used b^r the
Maoris for purposes of bartering with traders, and visitors
were often horrified by what they saw on both sides. In
short, this centre became one of the great hot beds of crime
and from it many of the natives received such evil lessons
as doubtless they had hitherto not dreamed of.
Conflict and outrage was bound to follow. 7/e need
not unduly paint the sordid r)icture but conditions would not
easily have been worse than they were. Oftentimes, unsuspect
ing Maoris and sometimes adventurous ones v/ere taken aboard
visiting ships and such men as the famour chief Pahi and
the younfr chief Tara (George) set out to see the v/orld and
learn its ways. (George finally returned to New Zealand by
the "Boyd", but he had been so badly treated that he incited
his tribe to kill and eat almost the whole ship's company of
forty souls.
€
This was one of the "black hours and the powers of
darkness were loose. Brighter days were dawning, however,
and these were magnificently heralded by Samuel llarsden who
was destined to become the great pioneer and apostle of New
Zealand and from whom our story proper has its origin and
receives its bent.

CHAPTSP. Ill
TH3 MISSIOITAHY P3HI0D
FiixRSDM TO SELWYN

THE MIS3I011AKY PEHIOD :
I'lARSDEN TO 3SLWYN
These years, 1814 to 184E were full of significance
for the young colony ps laying her basis not only politically
and economically but also socially and educationally.
It is worthy of particular note that as is usually
the case
"The inception and establishment of educational
facilities in Hew Zealand is tho history of
civilizBtion and progress in this part of the
British dominions. As might be expected, it was
immediately after the advent of the first
missionaries that schools for the instruction of
the native youth were established. Later, as a
European population settled in the country, the
need for a means of educating the white children
arose, end finally the necessity for some co-
ordinated scheme for the whole colony asserted
itself. This letter was consummated in the
Education Act of 1877, which is the basis of the
system of education obtaining in the Dominion 8t
the present day."l
This closely correlate^ system of general and religious
education for Maori and Pakeha will be v/orked out in some
detail as we evolve the history of Marsden, his colleagues
and successors and suggest the beginnings made by other
denominations
.
A. Samuel Marsden, 1814,
Through contacts with Maoris afield Marsden' s sympathy
with them had been deeply aroused and they had been closely
attracted to him. One of his daughters writing of these
New Zealand Official Year Book, Section VII, Education, p. 230.
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early days before there had been any formal contact with
New Zealand, says in part:- "My father had sometimes as raeny
as thirty I!ew Sealanders staying at the parsonage. He
possessed extraordinary influence over them,"^
At this time, as throughout his long and strenuous
working life he was principal Chaplain to the Convict Settle-
ment at Sydney, Australia. His work there es described by
J. B. Larsden in the Life snd Work of Samuel Marsden was
difficult end chequered in the extreme but most important
both intrinsically and as a preparation for the even more
significant task of planting and establishing Christianity
with its concomitants in New Zealand.
The convicts v/ith whom he had to do ct Psrramatta
Settlement were his chief concern end while many of them were
evil spirits some were high-spirited or unconventional men
and women who for trivial offences were banished from the
Old Land, "hrough a sense of having been wronged and an
unholy environment it was easy for these people to lose
hold and a large part of the task of Ma.rsden and his helpers
was to so motivate them that they would be prepared to avail
themselves of fresh opportunities in a great now land.
Not only through his formal v/ork as a pastor and
preacher was this work carried on but also through his work
"^larsden, J. -i, - Life and '.York of Samuel Marsden, p. 40.
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as e ma/^istrate and farmer,
"Marsden had n farm at Parramatta v/here he tried
by all means in his power to set an example of
hard and honest v/ork, and to show how life could
be made both pleasant and profitable even in the
new land which v/£is so different from horae,"-^
Through contacts with the Maoris already indicated and other
stories that cane to him of Palieha crime and I.Iaori revenge,
his rifhteous heart vras stirred and he beR:an to plan for the
establishment of I.lission Work in Nev/ Zealand, it may be under
his general direction.
1, This idea so possessed him that in 1807 he decided
to visit England with a view to securing volunteer missionaries
for this new venture. The wild tales of cannibalism and
cruelty had the effect of cooling such ardour ns might have
been found among the clergy, but two laymen, v7illiam Eall,
a shipbuilder, and John King, a flax-dresser and twine end
rope maker volunteered and essayed the dangerous task for
the meagre pittance of L 20 each per annum until they could
provide for themselves.
As Marsden started on his homeward way he was greatly
distressed to find among the sailors in the forecastle the
very Maori through whom he had first come to conceive the
idea of establishing work in New Zealand, Kuatara was at
death's door through ill-treatment received but soon began
^Condliffe, - History of ITew Zealand, p. 34.
1!
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to recover under careful treatment. As the days passed
Marsden decided to precipitate hia Mission Scheme under
the protection of Kuatara but on arrival at Sydney news
of the "Boyd" massacre and other atrocities met him and
30 there was nothing to do "but hope and wait.
In clue course Huatara was despatched for home but
throu,!5:h a aeries of misadventures did not arrive for four
years. Farsighted Earsden supplied him with a store of
seed wheat and later with a mill-hand to grind this into
flour. But meantime his busy brain had been active and
plans and purposes were fast maturing.
In 1810 a schoolmaster named Kendall had been added
to his staff and in 1813 he conceived the idea of buying the
brig "Active" for 511400 » L900 of which was raised by the sale
of sheep from his farm while the remainder was borrowed.
In order to prepare the way he sent the "Active" on
a preliminary voyage, in March, 1814, the primary purpose
being, if possible, to bring Kuatara and other friendly and
influential chiefs to his home for conference. "On 21st of
August she was back with Kuatara, his Uncle Eongi, and nine
other chiefs, all of whom Marsden took to his home at
Parramatta." ^
The story of preparation for this great project is
best told in his own words in a letter to Mr. Avison Terry,
under date 7th of October 1814.
"''Ibid, p. 36.
1I
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"It is my intention to visit New Zealand and see
v/hst can he acne to promote the eternal welf&re
of the inhabitants of that islpnd. I have now
several chiefs living with me at Parramatta. They
are as noble 8 race of men as ere to be met with
in any part of the v/orld. I trust I shell be able,
in some measure, to put a stop to those dreadful
murders which have been committed upon the island
for some years post both by the Europeans and the
natives. They are e much injured people notwith-
standing all that has been advanced against them.
The time is now come, in ny opinion, for them to
be favoured with the everlasting Gospel; end I
trust to hear the i'oyful sound in those dark and
dreary regions of sin and spiritual bondage. I
have long had the most ardent wish to visit these
poor heathen, but hsve never till the present time
received permission. I have submitted my views to
the Church Missionary Society, and solicited their
aid. The expense of establishing a mission here
will at first be very considerable. Should the
Society approve of my views, no doubt they will give
their support, but if they cannot enter into them in
the manner I do, I cannot expect that assistance
from .them which may be requireri. My own means will
enable me to set the Mission on foot in the first
instance and I have little doubt but it v/ill succeed.
E. The great adventiire was conrnenced on Ilovember 19th,
21814 and here also Marsden had better tell his own story.
"The number of persons on board the "Active" includ-
ing women and children, was thirty-five; the Master,
his wife and son, Messrs Kendall, Hall, and King,
with their wives and children, eight Hew Zealanders,
(including Due terra and his Uncle the gret^t warrior,
Shungie or Hongi ) two Otaheitans (Tahitans) and four
Europeans belonging to the vessel, besides Mr. John
Lydiard llicholas, (an Australian landovmer), and my-
self; there were also two sawyers, one smith, and a
runaway convict whom we afterward found on board, a
^4uotea from J. B. Marsden's Life and Work of Samuel Marsden,
2 pp. 75-76
Condliffe,- History of New Zealand, p. 47.
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horse and. two mares, one bull and two cows, with
a few sheep and poultr^r. ?he hull and cows have
heen presented hy Governor JIacquarrie from his
Majesty's herd."
"It is interesting to note that each member of the
Mission party had his ov/n distinctive occupation
or calling-"MorRover , Kendall had been created a
Justice of the Peace before leaving Sydney, and
carried with him authority from the governor of
New South V/alea to co-operate with certain chiefs
in an effort to regulate trade and prevent outrages
In the islands. The "Active" therefore brought to
New Zealand not only the messaore of peace but a
beginning of its enforcement."
Because of its significance Marsden's own story of
the first public service helri in New Zealand on Christmas
Day 1814 is inserted in full as Appendix I. This account
indicates something of the way in which the great Missionary's
heart turned and W8s filled with the gentle yet persistent
courage of his Master.
3. One of his first great achievements was to reconcile
the warring tribes of '.'Aiangaroa and liuatara's people v/ho had
been embroiled in war over the "Boyd" massacre. In his
usual courap'eous manner Marsden went ashore into the very
heart of the hostile camp, secured from the leaders their
account of the massacre and then lay dov;n to sleep in his
great coat among the perpetrators of the outrage. A recon-
ciliation with the other tribe followed after this fashion.
The chiefs of both sides were invited to breakfast on board
the "Active" and after this and the presentation of gifts

"I expressed my hope that they v/ould have no more wars,
but from that time would he reconciled to each other.
Duaterra, Shunpsie, and Korokoro shook hands with the
chiefs of Whangaroa and saluted each other as a token of
reconciliation by joining their noses together. I was
much gratified to see these men at amity once more.""^
4. In due course Marsden returned to Sydney and con-
tinued his efforts for justice and goodwill especially
against the whalers and traders whose unscrupulous methods
were likely to lead to fresh outbreaks. The legislative
wheels moved slowly, however, end in the next few years
little v/as done beyond an act in 1817 giving power to the
Governor of Hew South V/ales to take a more active part in
dealing with wrongdoers.
5. The developmental work is well traced in the official
statem.ents of the various denominations. It is quite im-
possible here to recount and evaluate their work in detail
and so the following excellent epitome from Condliffe's
Short History of New Zealand must suffice.
"The missionaries at first made little headway,
and did not make a convert for 10 years, but their
work gradually extended and their influence grew
until they became a great power for peace among
the Maoris. The small band of pioneers gradually
increased, and new stations were opened until, by
1828, there were thirteen Missionary Settlements,
and large numbers of Maoris were nominally
Christian. In 1822 the first Wesleyan missionary,
^Marsden, Life and Work of Samuel Mars den, p. 81.
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Sfimuel Leigh, arrived, "but for many years there
was little or no Sectarian rivalry. Llarsden v/as
syiapathetic, and at that time the followers of
John V/esley were by many people hardly regarded
as forming a separate church.
In the following year (1823) one of the most
forceful characters of early I^ew Zealand history,
the Reverend Henry Willicms, one of Nelson's old
sea captains, now become a Captain of the Church
Militant, arrived to take the leadership of the
Mission, in fact if not in name, ::ogether with
his brother William, who became the able and de-
voted pioneer of l.iaori Scholarship, Henry 7/illiams
left his mark upon the whole trend of LTew Zealand
history. '*Ve shall meet him later in connection
with the Treaty of Waitangi."
The debt that humanity owes to these pioneering men
and women is difficult to overestimate. Not only did they
stop or quell many a war or disturbance, establish industry
and farming, but through their preaching and teaching efforts
the way was finally paved for responsible government.
Between the years 18E0 - 1828 the Kaori language was
reduced to writing and the Scriptures produced in Maori.
These were colossal tasks which even the sanctified imagination
can hardly grasp.
A well deserved compliment was paid to the workers
and their v;ork by the eminent Scientist, Charles Darwin who
visited these shores in 1835. i-niat he saw and heard was in
sharp contrast with the conditions that prevailed elsewhere.
It is not our purpose here to trace general church
or denominational history in detail but merely to note
significant beginnings and development of religious education
and its interaction upon general education and advancement.
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As can easily "be imagined these were ye«rs of great danger,
strenuous labours and not a little misunderstanding between
Maori and Pakeha and the vr^rious liuropean elements themselves -
Appendix llo. II gives in easily accessible form some signifi-
cant dates in the spiritual conquest of Hew Zealand.
B. Probably the most noteworthy single happening in the
religious and general development of this youner land was the
arrival at V/ellington in j'ebruary, 1840 of the 'Bengal
Merchant" carrying 150 Scottish immigrants and cabin passengers
and their minister the Heverend John llacferlane. They arrived
at Port Kicolson and in due course began to settle on the land
that had been secured for them by the IJew Zealand Company,
In time other immigrant-ships found their way thither and
a canvas community quickly sprang up.
The graphic account of the first service conducted
by Mr. Macfarlane is given by the Heverend John Dickson in
his History of the Presbyterian Church of Ilew Zealand, (pp. 26-27)
"The first Sabbath service condiicted by the ?'everend
Mr, Macfarlane in ^lew Zealand was held here in the
open air on the beach the Sunday after the arrival
of the Scottish settlers. The hymn v/ith which it
began is worthy of record. It v;as Dean Stanley's
favourite. It comforted Doctor Livingstone in all
his wanderings, and to its music his remains were
laid in 7/estm-inster AT-^bey.
The passengers on board the "Philip Laing" seven
years afterwards sang it as, bound for Fort Chalmers,
they bade goodbye at -'^-reenock to their friends and
fatherland. all hesrts were now moved by the
strains of the well-known Scottish paraphrase:-
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0 rJod of Bethol, by whose 'nand
Thy people still are fed,
V/ho throuerh this weary wilderness
Hast all our fathers led.
Through each perplexing path of life
Our wandering footsteps guide;
Give us each day our daily bread.
And raiment fit provide.
Such blessini^s from I'hy gracious hand
Our humble prayers implore;
And Thou shalt be our chosen God
And portion evermore,
1. This service marked the birth of the great Presby-
terian Church of Nov/ Zealand which through many vicissitudes
gained a secure footing at the foundation of the Colony and
has grovm and developen in harmony with the national life.
This ke^^note was a good beginning for a British Colony
a sound foundation upon which church and state might build.
Mr. I\ls c farlane ' s congregation via 3 composed of men
and v/omen of various denominations. He enjoyed the dis-
tinction of being the settlers' minister. Although the
Presbyterian Church is generally credited with being slow
and cautious in opening up new fields he was the first to
be established in Wellington which v/as destined to become
the Capital City. The earliest services were held in Bethune
'
store on the banks of the Eutt Hiver.
2. The foundation of the Colony was heralded b;- the
arrival of Captain Hobson on the E8nd of January, 1640. A
week later, as representative of ^iueen Victoria, Hobson

issued a proclamation extending- the Sovereignty of the
British Colony of Hew South Wales to such parts of the
country as might "be acquired from the Maoris.
3. Under the Treaty of 'Veitangi
"The l.laoris agreed to aclmowledge the sovereignty
of <iueen Victoria and in return the <iueen gave to
the Llaoris all the rights of British sub;)ects and
guaranteed them in the full, exclusive, and undis-
turbed possession of their lands which from that
date could be sold only to the governor as repre-
senting the iiueen."
The proclamation is given in full as Appendix III.
4. These significant happenings following quickly in
the v.'ake of each other were almost eclipsed by the appoint
ment in 184<i of Bishop Selwyn as the first Anglican Bishop
of New Zealand, Kis life and work will be more fully con-
sidered in our next chapter.
Condliffe, - History of New Zealand, p. 58.
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THS PTiTRTOD OF ORGANIZATION ?0 THE
NATIONAL EDUCATION ACT 1877
In general the influence of the pioneer missionaries
in setting ideals and standards for the new land cannot be
overestimated and it was entirely due to their Christlike
zeal and good sense that by the time New Zealand was pro-
claimed a Crown Colony The Church was prepared to step out
of its first missionary stage into a more highly organized
regime
.
This we may regard as the period of organization
v/hich was ushered in by the first and greatest of all New
Zealand Bishops.
A. 0. A. 3elwyn, athlete, scholar, traveller, and priest.
The various Church historians, such as xhe .-leverend
H. T. Purchas in the En^rlish Church in New Zealand, have done
full credit and to embark upon a prolonged discussion here
would be out of place.
The following paragraph very well epitomizes his
work.
"Of his labours in I!ew Zealand, the tremendous
energy which led him to tramp almost the whole
length of the South Island twice on foot over mountains
and swamps and virgin bush, fordinp- or swimming the
rivers as he came to them, until at last he returned
to Auckland with his clothes and boots in such a
c
condition that hG had to wait till dark to creep
into the tov/nship unobserved - of these and his
other labours you must read in the story of his
life."l
He had a profound interest in and understanding of the
Maoris and South Sea Islanders: devoted much of his energy
to their educational uplift and his son after him became
the great Bishop of Melanesia.
1. By 1857 a constitution had been evolved and the
Diocesan Map of New Zealand indicates something of the
progress that had been made up to this time.
E. Before proceeding to discuss early Native end Pakeha
Education and Iieligious Education in some detail it would
seem well to note that with the arrival of the Reverend
Robert vVard at New Plymouth, September 1st 1844, Primitive
Methodism was born in New Zealand.
As indicating various methods of approach we have
the following
"The earnest Missionary commenced his work on
Sunday, September 1st, by a house to house
visitation. At two o'clock in the afternoon he
took his stand on the Hautoki bridge, in the
centre of the town, with a chair for his pulpit,
and preached from the grand old text, "This is a
faithful saying, and v/orthy of all acceptation,
that Christ Jesus came into the world to save
sinners. A wf^ek later he formed the first
Primitive Methodist Society Class south of the
3quator. g.'^liis class was commenced with four
members ."
^
^Condliffe - A Short History of New Zealand, p. 71.
^Composite authorship - ITifty Years of Primitive Methodism.
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3. Hew Zealand received a fresh impetus by the
settlement of the South Island and especially of Otapo and
Canterhury. The Otago Settlers arriving in 1848 were headed
hy Captain Cergill and the Heverend Thomas Burns (nephew of
the poet)
.
The little tov/n v/hich sprang up was called Bunedin,
the ancient name for 3r!inburgh and the streets and suburbs
were named to perpetuate the places they loved in Scotland.
Their characteristic interest in religion and educa-
tion is evidenced by the fact that from the very first they
set aside valuable reserves for Church and general educational
purposes and began at the very core of thine-s to build up a
strong, virile, god-fearing community.
4. The foundation of Canterbury was similar in many
respects, being typically English as Otago was typically
Scottish, j^^or this, Edward Gibbon Wakefield, one of the
first promoters of systematic colonization, and John Robert
Godley were primarily responsible, Godley, influenced by
i;7akefield formed the Canterbury Association in 1848. The
name Canterbury was chosen because this was the name of the
first church founded in I'^ngland by Saint Augustine and is
still the Cathedral Seat of the iirchbishop, the official
head of the Church of TiJngland,
The linglish Associations were preserved also in
details, Christchurch, the Capital of the Province was
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nfimed after -odley's College.
Lyttelton the port of Christchurch commemorated
Lord Lyttelton as did Hagley Park his country residence.
Latimer and Cranmer Squares are reminiscent and the streets
hear the names of famour Bishops and fuhlic ii^chools.
"The little river Avon, however, reminds us that
a Scotch family named Deans were the first settlers
on the Plains, building their homestead "Hiccarton"
at Avonhead and naming the stream that "began there
after the Avon near their Lanarkshire home."
The first group of immigrants arrived iust before Christmas
1650 and were met in what is now Lyttelton Harbour by the
Governor of the Colony, Sir George Grey.
. It has doubtless been sensed that from these
3nglish and Scottish backgrounds Hew Zealand derived not
merely her general cast of life but specifically her church
and educational systems. As we have endeavoured to indicate
the origins and suggest the development of the various major
protestant denominations up to this stage it would now seem
fitting to trace Iilarly llative }!Jducation and to show the in-
auguration and operation of the Provincial systems of Primary
Education,
B. 3arly native HIducation.
It would seem most appropriate to outline and interpret
these wonderfully potent beginnings in terms of the i;ew Zealand
^Condlif fe, - History of ITew Zealand, p. 75.
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Offioiel Year rfook for 1927.
"The system of education which vms pursued from
the foundation of the Colony - and, indeed, from
1816, when the first mission school was establish-
ed at .{angihoua, in the Bay of Islands - was that
of imparting instruction to the natives in their
ovm language in establishments where great numbers
of all ages v;ere congregated, and v/here they were
not only educated, but were also housed, fed, and
clothed. The first legislative action in this
coniiection, \vas an Ordinance passed by the Legis-
lative Council in Auckland in 1847. This provided
for the education of the Youths of Kev/ Zealand, and
recognized none but religious schools. Its adminis-
tration, including- the appointment and removal of
teachers, was almost wholly in the hands of the
religious bodies. The Ordinance declared that
reli^rious education (with a conscience clause),
industrial training, and instruction in the 'Onglish
Language should find a part in the curriculum of all
schools v/hich received financial F.ssistance under
the Ordinance.
The aggregate amount of aid to be given was not to
exceed one-twentieth of the estimated revenue of the
Colony. The provisions actually applied to both
races, but the greater part of the money appropriated
in succeeding years was for Native Schools and
Institutions. The amount of aid was set dov/n annually
on the Civil List, and the distribution for the year
ended 30th September, 1854, well illustrates the
apportionment among the reliprious bodies, viz: Church
of Snffland, £3,500; Wesleyan 'LI , 600 ; Roman Catholic
£800; Total L5,900."
1. The desirability of more democratic procedure, viz:
having the subsidy for education removed from the Civil List
and provided for by direct vote of the House of Hepresentatives
led to the passing of the Native Schools' Act, 1858. The
provisions of this Act were similar to those of 1847, but an
amount of £7000 was made available annually as capitation.
"^New Zealand Official Year Book, p.i^SO.
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War, depression and the g-eneral unsettled condition
of the Country militated seriously against education and in
spite of all efforts of Church and State in 1863 there were
"barely five hundred Ilative Scholars receiving formal instruc-
tion, ^or the next fe?/ years the system was practically
defunct
.
2. !I?he Native Schools' Act of 1867 was a great advance
on anything that had hitherto been evolved "but the interven-
tion of war rendered its operation impossible until after
1871.
The Act with its .amendments provided for-.-
(1) The establishment of Village Schools wherever
there was a sufficient native population.
f2) iixcept where the appointment of an English
teacher was found to be impossible, instruction was to be in
the '^Jnglish Language only.
(3) Through regularly appointed School Committees
the natives themselves were to be responsible for operating
the Schools. Where possible the help of interested Europeans
might be securer!.
(4) The Maoris were required to furnish part of the
expense involved in salaries and inspection and the necessary
land for school buildings. The denominational schools already
established continued to participate in the capitation
allowance
.
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::his provision was eminently satisfactory as subsequent
history has shown.
?he 1874 Satistics indicated that forty-one new
schools had "bgi'i ^--vpf v.ith an %'t"»er'an33 of 875 boys and
370 girls.
In addition twenty-three other schools were receiving
the capitation allowance with an attendance of 14E boys end
100 girls.
In 1879 the control of ITntive Schools passed from
the control of the Native Department to that of the Education
Department
.
But meantime a large white population had been grow-
ing up and the Ordinance of 1847 made little provision for
these. It remained for the Provincial Systems to evolve
their own educational superstructures and the fascinating
history of their efforts cannot be too well known by our
present leaders and young people.
C. The Provincial Systems of Primary "Soucation.
In a much smaller and m.ore limited way the Provincial
educational evolution of V.evf Zesland suggests the educational
1
Note: It is estimated that the total Ileori population in
New Zealand never exceeded S00,000. j?'rom the beginning of
Suropeaa contacts there was a steady down trend until 1891
when the population stood at 50,000 from v/hich time there
has been a steady increase, the 19E1 census shov/ing 32,730
men &nd 30,051 women, a total of 62,781 including half-castes.
i
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development of the United States except that whereas Wev/
Zealand arrived at a national System of Primary Education
in 1877 ' :?he Strtes' are still reaching toward this desirable
consummation in terms of the Towner-St orling Bill and its
Amenc? ments
.
The development of these Provincial Systems of
I^ducation with the accompanying Church Advancement, as
indicated, constitute the virile, intellectual, moral,
and spiritual "backgrounds that have given our people a name
for integrity and achievement throughout the world.
The physical features of Hew Zealand: two main
islands, approximately 1100 miles from end to end and varying
from three to 200 miles in width; constitute an immediate and
perennial administrative problem and the constcnt tendency is
toward insularity and segregation.
In the earlier days when the means of communication
were slow and dangerous this isolation expresses itself in
self-contained and largely self-centeref' provincial units
each seeking its own highest self-realization. For a useful
synopsis of their educational development the reader is
referred to pp. H31-S34 of the Hew Zealand Official Year
Book, 19a7.
Only a few of the salient features can be given here.
1. As h8s been seen Auckland was the How Zealand Pioneer
and practically all the early legislation had reference to
II
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her conditions and needs. Under the Education Act of 1857
the Superintendent of the Province was empowered to appoint
an Education Board of from five to nine members, holding
office for three years.
All schools that fulfilled certain modest requirements
received grants from the funds.
"Religious instruction was at the option of the
Local" Gomnittee, but exera\:)tion was to be granted
to all scholars whose parents did not desire
their attendance. In 1867» however, the provision
^
was abolished and secular instruction alone obtained."
Between the years 1868 and 1872 e(3ucational legislation
and achievement were so unsuccessful that there was no Public
School System fas against parochial and private schools)
;
either in Auckland City or the outlying settlements. This
consideration led to the scrapping of all existing educational
legislation and the passing of a Hew Act in 1872.
This made provision for the formation of School districts,
the fixing of rates, and controlling of all funds. Various
rates were fixed and no fees were charged in the Schools them-
selves. Secular instruction obtained and the degree of success
seems to have been commendable.
2. Taranaki, as one of the smaller Provinces made a start
with formal v/ork in 1857 by r-ppointing a commission of four to
investigate possibilities; it was not until 1867, hov/ever,
^Kew Zealand Official Year Book, 1927, p. 231.
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that a Board of Education was established and from 1868 all
revenues from iiducational reserves were devoted to purposes
of Education. Annual appropriations were also made hy the
Provincial Council for Education.
"Denominational Schools were eligible for assistance
from the funds available, and religious instruc-
tion (with a conscience cl?use) was allowed either
before or after school hours, but the Irish Board
of ICducations selected Scripture portions could be
read as part of the regular curriculum."-^
3. In "Tellinorton v/hich, because of its central location,
was destined to become the Capital City the Provincial Council
passed an Ordinance in 1855 providing for Common Schools. In
the first Ordinance religious instruction was forbidden but an
Amendment in 1857 admitted of Bible reading without note or
comment
.
4. Hav/ke's Bay as an offshoot from V/ellington having been
createc^ a separate Province in 1859 repealed the existing
Education Acts, excluded denominational schools from participa
tion in buildings and repairs and made no provision for
religious instruction during regular School hours.
5. The historic Province of Nelson although largely cut
off from the great currents of life started early and has con-
tinued as an educational centre. Out of a Commission set up
in 1853 an Act followed in 1856. Under this Act and its
Amendments religious instruction of a non-controversial
nature might be offered but parents had opportunity to object
^Ibid, p. 23S.
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if they ao desired,
Merlborough, when separated from Nelson forbade
religious teachins-, offerinsr a purely secular curriculum.
6. The CPnterbury "beginnings were most significant.
In 1855 the Provincial Council made a compact with the original
Colonists for the founding of Christ's College under control
of the Church of England, Bishop and V/ardens. The following
year sav/ fi sum of £2,500 available for the promotion of
primary education and this eraount was entrusted to the
Anglican, Wesleyan, and Presbyterian Church Authorities for
distribution.
"The limitations imposed included a Clsuse for
exemption from religious teaching where objected
to by parents, and fees were to be the same in
all Schools. A similar appropriation for educa-
tion was made during the next five or six years,
when, as b result of a Commission which brought
down its report in 1863, legislation in the
direction of ensuring a more effective system
was introduced. A first step was taken in the
same year, when the Administration of the Aiinual
Appropriation was withdrawn from the Churches;
though the denominational grants were not them-
selves cut off. An Eciucational Board responsible
to the Provincial Government was set up. All
applications for aid came within its Jurisdiction,
as did also the regulation of salaries and the
Appointment of Inspectors,"
In 1864 an Ordinance enjoined that no child was to
be absent from Bible reading but misrht be exempted from
further religious teaching if the Committee had evidence
that this matter was being otherwise attended to.
Ibid, p, 2 33.
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Unaer an enactment in 1871 all existing legislation
was repealed and amongst rierorous changes the following
indicates the general trend.
"The Management of the School, the fixation of
Salaries, and the appointment and removal of
teachers, came within the Jurisdiction of the
district Committee. All teachers were required to
have a certificate from the Board. "-^
Teachers were exempted from giving Bible instruction but
provision was made for this to be given h\T the Clergy. This
order held until 1873 when the provision was withdrawn as
were elso the monetary grants to Denominational Schools.
7. 7/ith characteristic Scottish thoroughness and tenacity
the Ef'ucational foundations were well end truly laid in Otago
and the v/ork here was much more successful than in any of the
other Provinces.
The first meeting of the Provincial Council set .up
a Committee to investigate and report with the result that,
at the end of 1854 its recommendations were adopted and the
first Grammar School formed in Dunedin.
The Provincial Council made provision for bringing
certified teachers from Scotland and met the cost from
Provincial funds and other sources. This temporary arrange-
ment held for two years when a thoroughgoing Ordinance re-
placed it.
1
Ibid, p. 233.
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"This Ordinance provided for a Board of Sducation
consisting- of the Superintendent and the Executive
of the Province, with the Hector of the Grammar
School and two members from each School Committee,
The functions of the Board consisted of promoting
School Districts and establishing Schools therein.
Each district elected a Committee Annually, which
consulted with the Controlling Board as to buildings,
but carried out the selection of its own teachers,
Relio-ious instruction was given at stated hours, and ]_
exemption could be obtained on objection by parents,"
The first report for the year 1856-1857 has the follow-
ing interesting list of schools, teachers, and attendances.
Schools Teachers Attendance
101
Dunedin Alex, Livingston
Dunedin A. E. Livingston
Dunedin Miss Dodds 14
Port Chalmers Colin Allan 31
Green Island Adam Wright EO
East 'Jaieri John Hislop 36
Tokomairiro Alex Ayson 34
D. Educational Statistics of 1867
These are of special interest as indicating something
of the general and educational progress of the Country ten
years before the National System of Education came into force
in 1877. Figures for the smaller Provinces are dealt with in
general as not being available in sufficient detail,
1
^
Ibid, p. 2 34,
'^Chishoid, ?.ev. J. i:^ifty Years Syne, p. 108.
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Table showing Provincial appropriations and number
of scholars in 1867.
He venue Numb e r of Scholars
Province Population Appr ODr iation Att endinc^ • iittendim
to Public Private
Total Education Schoold Schools
Auckland . .
.
.48,321. .
.
.196,667 . . . .3,000. . .
.
. 2 , 686 • . •
.
.3,258
7/ellington. .21,950. . .166,444. . . .2, 714. . . . 970 .1, 793
.23,814. , .1, 668. . . . 650
Canterbury. .53,866. . .562,807 6,751 .2,178. . . . .2,297
Otago ...... .48,577. . .503, 755. . .11, 698. . . •3,298. . . .1, 546
.22,160. . .263,848. . . .3,727
Totals 218,688. .1 ,864,155. . .33, 570
From New Zealand Official Year Book, 1927.
This quick survey of early public, private, and
parochial education brinp-s out, that, in harmony with Old
Country usages, Hew Zealand adopted the method of erivinp- a
greater part of hor Bible reading and general religious
instruction through-the-week as an accepted part of the
curriculum.
In the formative stap-es this was an effective and
expedient method giving Christian teachers as 7/ell as ministers
an effective opportunity of imparting much-needed instruction
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and inspiration.
But the wheels of time v/ere hastening on anc^ in due
course there was to he a more hijrhly developerl system for
both Church and State necessitating a more clearly differentiat-
ed curriculum for both.
This new order was heralded by the evolution of a
National System of iSducatioii v/hich grew out of the great
Education Act of 1877.
B, The Maori V/ars and After
"The governor has set fire to the fern at Taranaki,
and the smoke will cover the whole island." (luaori saying, 1860)
1. Even though New Zealand had been proclaimed a British
Possession and the Treaty of Weitangi duly signed by a great
number of the Leading Chiefs it was not to be expected that
hidden friction and open rupture would be obviated.
As the machinery of self-government evolved the friction
points becam^e more numerous and the earlier troubles which had
died dovvn by 1648 were later revived. Doubtless there were
many faults on all sides and it v;ould appear that the (Jovernor
par excellence of these early times, Sir George Orey, was
not entirely without blame.
"The most serious charge is that the Governor relied
upon his own personal 'mana' instead of teaching the
Maoris hov; to govern themselves. His departure re-
vealed their hopeless disunity. The Chiefs had little
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power over their ovm tribes, and each trihe was
;}ealous of all the others. The Governor was not
able to control them end they seened hopeless to
govern themselves. It was to remedy this state of
affsirs that the Maori King movement began in the
V/aikato district.
At best many of the Chiefs hed not signed the Treaty
of "/aitangi end ps the Pakohas increased the 7/fiikatos especially
conceived the idea of trying the type of government that
seemed to have given the Whites such prestige. Consequently
leadini? Chiefs like Wirenu Tamihana (William Thompson) zealous-
ly epiDlied themselves to the establishment of a Central Oovern-
m.ent with e leading Chief as King.
a. Many of the farseeing Colonists sympathized with this
project and believed that properly directed it might have been
used as a medium to bring about responsible Government among
the Maoris.
But the new Governor Sir Thomas Gore Browne failed to
grasp the genius of the situation and allowed the movement to
slip out of his hands. h.t the same time there was considerable
laxity as to the sale of firearms to the Natives and within a
few years sixty thousand weapons of offence or defence had
passed into their hands.
Sir John Gorst then the Commissioner of the V/aikato
district has ably outlined the chief llaori grievances in his
book, "The Maori King", (Macmillan and Company, London.) 18G4.
'"Condliffe - History of Hew Zealand, p. 99.
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Because of the effect upon subsequent history the
grievances and considerations that led up to the series of
wars are here enumerated :
-
a. Leaders sensed that the constant intertribal
wars and feuds must ultimately bankrupt the race.
b. xhe unrestricted sale of liquor because of the
revenue accruing was bitterly objected to by Wiremu Tamihane
and others.
c. The onward march of Pakeha Settlement saw them
being gradually deprived of their lands at nominal rates and
both in 7/aikato and Taranaki strenuous efforts v;ere made to
hinder farther sales.
In 1857, the year of the election of the Maori
Kin?-, Wiremu Kingi of Taranaki organized a Maori Land League
pledged to oppose farther sales.
d. Worst of all was the ill treatment and scant
courtesy oftentimes extended to them by settlers and officials.
In 1857 '.7iremu I'amihana had Journeyed to Auckland
to seek a direct conference with the Governor. He was in-
sulted by a subordinate, refused access to the C^overnor and
hastily returned resolved to project the King Movement.
The following graphic account of what happened on his
return is given by Gondliffe, A Short History of IJew Zealand,
p. lOE:
e
"The great meeting at :;angiriri in April, 1857
lasted several days. There were long end excited
speeches for and against electing a Xintr; the new
flag was hauled down and re-hoisted; angry feelings
were calmed in the curious Maori fashion "by 8 devoted
Christian Convert calling out, "Let us pray," At times
there were long silences, then a fervid orator would
speak and end h-; reciting an old song and the whole
meeting would ^oin in rhythmic chorus.
I'O resolutions were psssed, "but before the meeting
dispersed the Maori King was a formidable reality."
3. Growine- out of Colonel V/akefield's first purchases
of land near Waitara, L'aranaki, war became inmiinent. 60,000
acres had been purchased from exiled owners living in various
parts and when under the complex Maori Land S2^stem, other
owners, eriles from various parts of the land appeared and
denied the right of the Pakehas to be in possession, the
Governor, alarmed at the prospect of war abandoned the greater
part of the 60,000 acres to the Maoris.
The famous Chief, 7/irerau Kingi, already referref"* to,
migrated thither from V/aikanae and in defiance of the New
Grovernor, Sir v-eorge Grey, he not only established himself
but formed the Land League which forbade the Sale of Meori
land to Paheha Settlers. This attitude was persisted in
until 1859 when Governor Browne received notice from Xingi
that no m.ore land would be sold between Hew Plymouth and the
Mokau Hiver.
Meantime there had been many feuds among the Maoris
themselves and almost simultaneously with Kingi's proclamation
a member of the tribe named Teira, (Taylor) offered to sell
ii
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the very lan(^ upon v/hich the Chief v/as livin-T. The
Governor having satisfied himself to the title, completed
the transaction and in 1860 endeavoured to take possession.
There was opposition from Zing-i. Troops rere sent
and the first Taranaki war resulted. In the lig;ht of suh-
sequent investigation it would seem as thouf^h Governor Browne's
action in this matter was hasty and ill-advised and that
Wiremu Kingi had e real case.
In 1861 the first phase of the conflict exided in a
truce but the prestige of the Pakehas and Pakehe Soldiers
had been seriously shaken.
4. It is much easier to stjirt war than to stop it and
the fire set to the fern in Taranaki rapidly spread to V7aikato.
Meantime Governor Grey had returned and even he with such able
and sincere friends of the I.Iaoris as Premier Sir Y/illiam Fox
and Bishop Selwyn could not avert disaster.
Throup-h many vicissitudes serious blunders on the part
of the Governor led to the decision of the Waikato Zing llaoris
to make on attack upon ^^uckland. "They sent out letters to
other tribes exhorting them to 'sweep out your yard, and we
will sweep out ours.'
General Cameron who had been in charge of the Taranaki
operations was called upon to command and direct military
operations. As indicating the spirit of the Maoris and the
1
Ibid, p. 107.
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and the difficulty of the task of subduing- them the follov/-
ing incident is cited.
In April 1864 b force of a,OCO British soldiers
surrounded a Ile.ori force of 500 in their Pa at Orakau, Te
Awamutu. The Maoris were without proper provision and ade-
quate means of defence. After a three days' bombardment
General Cameron called upon them to surrender but received
the following? memorable answer: "Ze whaiwhai tonu Al'iei Akel
AkeJ" Requested to send out their women Pnd children they
replied, "The women v/ill fight on with the meni"
In due course they were overcome but their slogan has
becom.e a watchword in Hew Zealand, "The earth works aiid the
victory," says Reeves,"^ "remained with us, 'hnt the glory of
the engagement lay with those v/hose message of "Akel Ake I Ake
will never be forgotten in 11 ev; Zealand."
The most terrible part of the struggle was yet to be.
The Maoris were being slov/ly won from Cannibalism but there
were occasional reversions. One of these and its fearful
sequel came about in this manner.
During the ^/ai>ato War little attempt was made to
defend Few Plymouth end its environs. The Pakeha forces were
limited and occasional skirmishes were the order. In one of
them on /ipril 4th, 1864, Captain Lloyd and some of his men
1
:iuoted fro:^ Condliffe - History of New Zealand, p. 110.
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lost their lives and the Maoris revertinp- to thnir encient
barbaric custom, cut off their heads and drsnk their blood.
Condliffe, papre 111 describes what immediately
followed, ^ thus :-
"A few days afterwards the Angel Gabriel was said
to heve appeared to those who had drunk the blood.
The head of Captain Lloyd was dug up and taken
throughout the Korth Island to be the medium of
communication with Jehovah. Like wildfire a horrible
religion, based on this occurrence, spread among the
rebel tribes who, in only too many cases, abandoned
Christianity for the revolting practices of Pai
Merire, or, as it is better known, Hau-Eauism. Te Ua,
the high priest of the new religion, taught his
followers that legions of angels were waiting to
assist their cause, and that if they went into
battle shouting Haul Haul (Up'. Up I) they would be
invulnerable. The nev/ religion has been described
by Sir V/illiam Fox as "a large infusion of Judaism,
some leading features of Llormonism, a little
Mesmerism, a touch of Spiritualism, occasional
ventriloquism, and a large amount of cannibalism."
Under these revolting circumstances it can easily be imagined
that wherever the war spread there were .dire consequences.
5. It is fortunate and most significant that even in
this evolutionary stae-e of a great people many of them with
their limited knowledge and poor facilities remained true to
their newly embraced Christian beliefs and teachers and loyal
in the extreme to the -..lueen end her representatives. The
subsequent history need not be traced and from 187E on there
has been little occasion for alarm as increase of European
population and growing co-operation and understanding have
rendered serious conflict impossible. It will readily be
seen that as in the cases of the American V/ar of Independence
rI
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and the Civil War, the whole country and especially the North
Island was so taken with the pursuits of war that there was
little disposition or opportunity to develop educstionelly
.
6. As is s-eneral in such cases Church work was the first
to suffer and the following faithful portrayal is simply
indicative of the general condition.
"If the religious condition of the Kaoris was such
as to cause lasting grief to their teachers, there
was not much in V/hite l!ev/ Zealand to relieve the
picture. For the crash of the war period had been
even greater than the foregoing pages have shown.
Nothing has "been said about the troubles at Ilelson,
where the earnest and faithful Bishop Hobhouse
broke down under the factious opposition of his
laity; nothing of the depression v/hich stopped the
buildiner of Christchurch Cathedral, and led to the
proposal for the sale of the site for Government
Offices; nothing of the closing of 3t . John's College
at Auckland as well thrjpugh lack of students as
through lack of funds."
As is usual the aftermath of war v;as almost as trying
as the war itself and only the quiet Anglo-Saxon courage and
persistence could rescue the Country from financial and moral
bankruptcy. It mip-ht be noted in passing that the present
generation is still paying- interest on two million pounds
raised for war purposes rt that time,
F. The Era of Cold.
Conditions in the South Island had been generally
quieter and so more prosperous than in the ITorth, and even
before gold was discovered at Tuapeka in 1861 by an Old
Californian miner named Gabriel Sead, farming had been
Purchas, H. ?. - The TUnglish Church in New Zealand, p. 211.
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somewhat highly developed in Canterbury and Ottifro, railways
werfl in course of construction, immigrants were coming in
steadily and the natural development was quite satisfactory.
The magic word. Gold I attracted, in the shortest
possible time, all sorts and conditions of men and while un-
dreamed of wealth flowed into the Provincial coffers there
were many new problems to be faced. Many of the miners were
a doubtful aspet and very many either spent as they went or
vTere unsuccessful in the venture. In either case these had
to be provided for. After following the various "diggings"
many were absorbed in the public works making roads and rail-
ways and many found their life-work on the land.
It will therefore be seen that undor these more prosper
ous and peaceable conditions the South Island received a long
start over the North which did not really begin to prosper
until the end of last century.
The breaking down of the Provincial System by the ---ct
of 1875 made fully operative in November 1st 1876 and the
general Education .^ct of November EOth 1877 were the epoch-
making happenings of this time.
1. The beginnings of Secondary and Higher Education grow-
ing out of the primary and preparinp- for an indigenous leader-
ship might with profit be indicated here.
a, St, John's College, Auckland was one of Selwjrn's
pro.-^ects conmenced in 1846 as a school for L.aoris, South Sea
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Islandors and Pakehas. This type of orgsnization was
found to be unsatisfactory and in time a number of institu-
tions f?re"/ up, St. John's College being specially concerned
with Theological Education.
b. In 1853 the Canterbury Pilgrims established what
is now the oldest Grammar School in Nev/ Zealsnd, Christ's
College, and in 1856 llelson followed with Ilelson College.
In the orisrinal plan Christ *s College was to
develop into a University but when in 1873 the Provincial
Council established and endowed Canterbury College the upper
department of Christ's College became a Theological Hell,
c. Otago University came into being in 1869 and in
1875 Otago and Canterbury affiliated at the University of
Hew Zealand in 1874. The present University System Y/as com-
pleted by the foundation of Auckland University College (1882)
and Victoria collesre, (1897) .
2. The Presbyterian Church as the premier educational
instrument of the land feeling the necessity for a highly
trained consecrated indigenous Llinistry commenced its v/ork
thus :
-
"In 1868 the Collejre Committee expressed the very
decided opinion that one of the best ways of in-
ducing capeble youths to study for the Ministry
would be the iLomediate appointment of a Theolop-ical
Tutor or Professor. This plan seemed the raost^
feasible from the fact that a movement had been
started by the Provincial Crovernment to institute
a University in Dunedin. The Synod, instead of
devoting its educational funds to denominat ionr.l
ends, as it mip^ht righteously hsve done, showed a
public spirit worthy of all praise, in sgreeinsr to
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found a Chair of Mental and l.Ioral Philosophy in
the University."-^
3. Leaving out of account the "beginnings of Homan
Catholic Hierher Piducation v/e may note here that of the
Methodist as the third strongest Protestant Denomination
in the Land.
Among "si{5:ns of improvement" following uioon the Llaori
lYars was the reopeninf? of Three Kings College in 1876 v/ith
the Heverend Thomas Buddie as Principal.
Under the nev/ arrangement provision was to he made
for a
"Combination of training European students for the
Ivlinistry, in con^iunction with educating a nuraber
of L'aori boys. The students assisted in giving
lespons to the boys which in itself was a valuable
part of th"ir o-.ra training."^
1
^Chisholm, James - ?ifty Years 3jme, p. Ell.
""iYilliams, 'V. J. - Centenary Sketches of Ilethodism, p. 176.

CEAPT?3H V
ES PEHIOD OF GROWTH MD DEVELOPMENT
?ROM 1877 TO THE PRE331JT

TEB PERIOD OP 5R0WTH AND D3V?;L0PH^NT
FROM 1877 '20 TH3 PRESENT
A. New Zealand was now a full-fled.c^erl Colony, a "budding
Dominion end the beginning of a small Island Empire.
The half century of most vital end significant history,
1877-1927 has been well treated by the various Church Rnd
State interests and the attempt here will not be so much
to review their work as to note the major developments end
show the constant tendency toward expansion, centralization,
and unification leading to greater efficiency and economy of
working, with e finer end more fundamentally Christian
synthesis still to be.
1. The historical background of the scientific study
of children and young people as given by V/addle, Introduction
to Child Psychology, Chapter I indicates et once the fearful
conditions under which many were called upon to live fand die)
and the various ameliorative influences that were at work
leading to o better understanding and the nev; day for the
kingdom of childhood,
Tv/o great moveiaents of human enterprise and thought
hsve been primarily responsible for the chane'e and advancement
that hflve come through much tribulation.
2, The industrial revolution or evolution hps led to
great material prosperity while scientific investigation
(67)
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"both 'biolocricsl
,
philosophical, and theoloe-ical has tenaed
to li'berate men'v'? minds and widen their peripheries of thoucrht
and interest.
It is now just 50 years since Professor Tyndall speak-
in?? in Belfast as President of the British iissociation for the
Advancement of Science, said "Prolonging my gaze back into
the infinite azure of t'ne past, I seem to discern in matter
the promise and the potency of life.""^
The work of Darwin, Wallace, and many others had been
bearing fruit and humanity was on the march. There were m.any
by-products of these complex movements which are merely noted
here. Outstanding among these was the war that began to rage
round the Bible itself.
The present writer came into this fsftermath and sub-
sequently ministered in a Community where it is said the Bible
was tried by Jury by representative men and burned at the stake.
Men of the type of Ingersoll, Cotter Morrison, and Blatchford
began to challenge the very superstructure of religion with
special reference to Christianity and these attacks led in
turn to the growth of what has been crudely named Higher
Criticism - at its best it might better be designated, sane,
scientific, scholarly investigation end interpretation of facts
and reasonable deductions from these.
The battle and the search still proceed.
A certain amount of dissension and cross-purpose among
the denominations plus the effect of this scientific developm-ent
1^Quoted by 'Vaddell, Dr. Kutherford - My Pathway to Christ, p. 9,
f
i
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toprether v/ith the general rae pni tude of the task led to the
"froo, secular, and compulsory" system of General Education
provided for by the Act of 1877 find its Amendments dov/n to
the pro3f^nt.
The historical development of this System is so well
traced in the Hew Zealand Official Year i^ook, pp. E35-E36
that it seems wise to add the statement as i-ppendix IV.
For details of vTimary, secondary, technical, and
university education the reader is referred to the various
Hew Zealand Year Books and to the puhlications of the
Sducation Department listed in 3ihlio,p:raphy
.
Appendix V, taken from the IJew Zealand Official Year
Book, 1927, p. E37 is pelf-explanator^r and is inserted to
indicate the hiehly developed system that has grown out of
small and chequered beginnings.
It says much for our gallant Dominion that in spite
of the well-nigh disastrous effects of the recent V/orld '.Var*
Ilote:- ?he complete number of troo-os and nurses provided
for foreign service up to the ceaeation of hostilities was
11,368-raore than 10 per cent of the Dominion's total popula-
tion in 1914. A further 3,370 are knov/n to have left New
Zealand to serve in British and Australian Forces. The total
casualties v/ere 58,000 of whom 18700 were killed in action or
died. Belgium's total, with a population seven times greater,
was 13,000. It is worthy of record that the public debt of
the Dominion rose from ^,94, 000, 000 in 1914 to £319,000,000 in
1922, of which more than ±i80,000,000 was direct war expendi-
ture. Then, since the war, over £26,000,000 has been provided
for settling dischara-ed soldiers on the land, and the heavy
burden that the Dominion voluntarily undertook has caused an
increase in taxation which has certainly strained the resources

the total educational expenditure exclusive of privste and
parochial ventures and the free kind^irj^art en associations,
stood in 1925-26 at i3,814,4S4.
Owins- chiefly to the Bihle end Keligious Instruction
in Schools Controversy which has heen persistent throu-^hout
the years the past quarter century has v/itnessec' p l^'-r^e
increcse in Private and Church Schools and Colleges and Free
Kindergartens for pre-school age children.
The Bducation Amendment Act, of 1921-2E, cplled for
the registration of every existing School "before July 13th,
1922, and henceforth no school c^n he estchlishec' without
formal applicr.tion, registration and compliance ^rith certain
conditions £s to staffing, premises, equipment and curriculum
By the Act of 1914 every child between seven snd four
teen yetrs of age is required to be enrolled in a public or
registered school.
The en'""' of 1925 shov/ed 285 priv&te primary schools
with a roll number of 25,933 and 907 teachers. Of these 79
of even her wealthiest citizens.
Speaking of the Hew ZetlvndieTS Lord Eaig seid:-"No
division in France built up for itself a finer reputation,
v/hether for the gallantry of its conduct in battle or for
the excellence of its behaviour out of the line. Its record
does honour to the land from which it came and the 'rJmpire for
which it fought."
These facts from W. Fember Keeves, "The Long V.Tiite
Cloud" are given not to laud war but to indicate that people
living on slender Islands far from the centre of things ere
prepare! to live and die for better v;orld conditions.
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per cent were HomCin Catholics.
New ZePlf^'nc^'s chill rnortslity is ^^monp-pt. the lo-.7ost
in the world, as the following: table will shov/. xhis is
larr-ely Recounted for by the crenersl healthy condition of
the populace, the painstaliinn: l&bours of such pioneers PS
Sir 'I^ruby Kinp- and the general advanced child welfare
legislation that has been evolved.

D3ATH RA?:i)S 0? VAIU0U3 COUNTRIES
A teble is g-iven ahowine the death-rates of the AustrF^lisn States
and Commonwealth and of^Kew Zealand in each of the ten years
1916-25.
Death Rates per 1,000 of l-iean Population. 1916-id5.
Country
Queensland 10.96 9.60 10.23 12.22 10.65 9.36 9.16 9.63 8.67 8.86
New South 7sl0slO.49 9.43 9.69 13.18 10.12 9.50 8.92 9.61 9.35 9.16
Victoria 11.66 10.31 10.66 13.15 11.13 10.52 9 .65 ID . 71 10 .05 9.47
South Australian. 49 9.87 9.72 11.69 10.45 10.02 9.11 9.59 9.19 9.15
WesternAnstrelia 9.86 9.05 9.20 11.24 10.27 10.43 9.32 8.41 9.08 9.90
Tasmania 10.58 9.10 9.09 10.69 9.68 10.30 9.30 9.92 9.89 9.35
Cocmionwealth 10.95 9.71 9.99 12.69 10.50 9.91 9.22 9.89 9.47 9.20
New Zealand 9 . 64 9.58 14.84 9.46 10.15 8.73 8.77 9.03 8.29 8.29
# The apparently disadvantajreous position of Hew Zealand in the
matter of the rate for 1918 is explained b^; the fact that the
Dominion experienced the widespread influenza epidemic during 1918,
while in the Commonwealth the outbreak did not occur till 1919.
For approximately this period the rate for the various major
3uropeon and other countries v;as, Union of South Africa - 1920-24 -
10.1; up to Chili-1919-23 - 32.5.
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3. Proba'bly the most eij^nificant sinp-le enterprise to
"be undertaken in recent years was the work of the Hoyal
Commission on University Education. The order of reference
and findine-s of this Commission fire so important and are likely
to he so far reachin?? in their effect uDon general end
religious education that they are added as Appendix VI.
B. Religious iilducation from 1877 to 1927 .
tJp to 1877, when the general Educetion iict came into
force the greater part of religious teaching had been carried
on in the day schools by, or under the direction of the
Ministers
.
In 1875 the Presbyterian Church declared in favour of
8 National and Interdenominational System of Sducation giving
as its reason that
"The insufficiency of the education secured, the
misappropriation of public funds, dangerous
favouritism, end the jealousies and heartburnings
engendered among ecclesiastical bodies in the
Colony.
This strong statement would indicate p. m.ost unsatisfactory?'
condition and it was but fitting that Church and State should
co-operate in finding a way out.
1. Hence the onus Y/as to be increasingly on the Home
and the Church to furnish the requisite religious nurture
and training. It is not our purpose to defend or oppose the
general principle of Bible reading- in State schools, '^x^his
1
Dickson, Kev. J. - History of the Presbyterian Church of
Kew Zealand, p. 324.
J
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subject has been debated and counter debated through the
years p.rid Helifrious Exercises in Schools known 8s The
Isitt Bill, no¥; before Parliament v/ill ultimately be accepted
or rejected, so settling the general policy for a further
period.
For a brief description of the Bill see Appendix VII,
But T/hile it ?/ould be a cruel slander on the great
body of ChristiFin men and women 'vho constitute the administra-
tive supervisory and teaching forces .of New Zealand to brand
our excellent educational system as 'secular' in the sense of
being atheistic, non-religious, or irreligious, we must insist
that Bible reading under even the most favourable circumstances
does not constitute Heligious Soucation in its modern connotR-
tion and so other ways end means must be found and adopted to
ensure the spiritual literacy that should characterize 8 great
Democracy.
The appended statement from the facile pen of Doctor
Rutherford V/addell, llev; Zealand's greatest seer, written under
the limitations imposed by e Daily newspaper is so apropo to
the present discussion that it is reproduced here without
apology as indicating, in general, what the true condition
is end v/hat the trend must be. (see Appendix VIII)
His closing statement should he challenging and
motivating to all earnest-minded men and women,
"If Church and State are in earnest in their pro-
fessed belief that a democracy is impossible with-
out a basis of morals they ought to be willing to
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co-operate together to secure this. If they
do not thus unite to undergird their interests,
time will make an end of both of them."-^
2, ;7hen the Churches found themselves debarred from
formal work in the Day Schools they proceeded to develop
the work of religious instruction along various lines, as:-
a. Increasing attention was paid to the children
and young people in the regular Church services and in most
cases special provision wes made for them,
h. The Minister's Bible CIpsr, in the Presbyterian
Church and its equivalent in the others, did much to provide
mental and spiritual stimulus and in many cases such classes
took on s distinctly pedagogical aspect relating the work
closely to the instruction to be given on Sunday. This was
the earlier form of preparation or training class.
c. The Sunday School itself which by 1877 had become
a world organization and power became the great teaching arm
of the Church and remains such.
"In the meantime the one resource is the Sunday School.
According to the latest returns the Church of England
of this Country claim.s over 39,000 Sunday School
scholars, and rather more t?ian 3,000 teachers .
There are those v/ho decry the Sunday School v/ith its
limited hours and its often untrained teachers, but
the devotion of these voluntary v/orkers is one of
the brightest features of the Church life of today;
while the results of their labours-could they really
be measured-would probablj?- astonish the gsinsayer.
That the ethical ideals of the Community are v/hat
they are, and that the moral standard achieved is
what it is, must surely be largely dne to the simple
iI
i
I
i
i
I
I
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el'^ments of Christian faith pnc' duty which are
inculcated in the Sunday School."
d. The Co-operative Eihle Class Movement,
It has "been indice.ted that the Bihle Class is no
new institution hut the Bible Class ^s heralding e great co-
operative foursquare movement for young men end women had
its origin in St. John's Church, V/ellington, in 1888 with
a modest roll number of five.
As indicating the rapid advance of the movement
the Reverend J. C. Jamieson was appointed Travelling Secre-
tary and lilvangolist in 1902. The Young V/omen's Union came
into existence in 1904 and these were followed by the
Methodists, Baptists, and Anglicans.
e. The -Vorld War sorely depleted the ranks of the
Young Ken but it is safe to say that these movements under
wise direction have been towers of strength to the Church
and rich recruiting grounds for her leadership. Meantime,
the work of the Y.LI.G.A., Y.V/.G.A., University Students
Christian Union and the like have been doing much to improve
the manhood and womanhood of the nation.
3. Jhet there is still much to Is done is indicated by
the fact that while there are in 1,'ew Zealand 250,000 children
and young people of Church ^ichool age, only 150,000 of these
are actually in attendance, leaving 100,000 still to be reached.
^Purchas, H. T. - The iilnglish Church in New Zealand, p. 240.
c
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This is pufficiently elarming- but when we reLiember
that the average attendance is probably not beyond 60 per
cent and that the average time spent in actual instruction
is not more than 30 minutes per v/eek for perhaps 45 weeks
in the year the case seems appalling and the conclusion is
forced upon us that New Zealand's greatest national need is
such an filliance of Hone, Church, and State as shall provide
a completely unified system of education for the upbuilding
of character end the enrichment of life,
To this end the work of teacher and leadership train-
ing goes steadily forward. Some little work is being done in
our Theological Colleges and for years past spasmodic attempts
at teacher training have been made in various centres.
But by far the most determined and thoroughgoing
aporoach has been that made by the Otago Council of Sunday
School Unions through the Otago School of Religious Education.
(See Appendix IX).
The promoters of this work hold that
"An agreed national system of religious education
is very far from being the insoluble problem and
unattainable ideal it was in the past . The
time has come to reopen definitely the great issue
of Ivational Religious E'^ucation, in a new atmos-
phere, in a different spirit, and in what might be
called a vaster plane. In particular in the light
alike of recent history and its lessons, of modern
psychological studies and of ecclesiastical
developments in the last ten years, with the new
and vigorous impulse toward tolerance and
c
co-operation, it should be po::3Sible to approach
the subject v^thout the old sectarian sorene.sf?
and also in a far more interesting' and human v/ay."
That such tolerance end co-operation are much more
than empty sounds with us is evidenced by the fact that a
Senior High School L&ster, Lr . .-.llan ^2 , i:ciT£UP-hton, L.^..,
has been granted permission from his Board of governors to
act as Director of the School for the year 1928.
Through many vicissitudes
"The Youth Boards of various Churches in New Zealand
have brou^-ht their representatives together in 8
recently-formed national Council of Keligious T^duca-
tion. This is a beginning for a comprehensive end
scientific approach to the whole problem. If this
conference so wide in its representation, is seized
with the vital importance of the question raised, it
may create an atmosohere and rally all the parties
concerned for steady advance. L thorough religious
education will e^rry with it tl^e best Missionary
Education also."-"
4. The appointment of this National Council of Keligious
Education should prove the most epochmaking step the New
Zealand Churches have madf. in their v/hole history to date
preparing the v;ay for such a System of Heligious Education
as will be indicated in our afterword and elaboreter. in s
subsequent Thesis.
5. From April 27 to 29, 1926 there v;as held in Dunedin
a grefit New Zealand llissionary Conference with Doctor John H,
Mott as the guiding genius, as en outcome of this Conference
1
Burroughs, Bishop -i). .t. - :iuot-3d from 1927 Calendar of Otago
r. School of iieli-^rious 5)0ucation p. 17
Blamires, P. - Heport of New Zealand llissionary Conference
p . 67.
I
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It was r esolveci :
-
1, That a national Miscionery Gourjcil of llev/ Zealand
"be formed.
E. That the pi^rpose of the Goiincil he:-
(p) To promote counsel and co-operction in matters
v/hich concern the MiBS'ionary Agencies of ITev/
Zealand,
fb) To arrange for National Missionary Conference
as they may "be require:'.
fc) To make representations, as may he needed,
to 0-overnments
.
fd) To act aS a link with similar hodies in other
countries and with the International Llissionary
Council .*
(e) To secure and make available for all, adequate
surveys of the fields in which ilew Zealand
Churches and Missions are specially interested."
Under various heads it was also decided that a Consti-
tution he drawn up representing all the denominational, inter-
denominational, and auxiliary agencies; thst meantiDie the
Committee have > ower to call the Council on the "basis of the
Provisional Constitution.
*Note:- All told there seem to be approximately 30 missionary
agencies with headquarters in llev; Zealand or Branches there,
and their rork circles the Olohe. The combined Budget for
19E6 was LIOO.OOO.
"^See RepOi^t of llew Zealand Missionary Conference, pp. 55-56.
r
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Experience has taue:ht that when the Churches end
agencies bepin to come toprether on their Social, i-:elifriou8
Bf'.ucation, and Jiigsioncry tasks much of the *cieod past' of
disunion pnd cross purpose is left to 'hnry it:-, dead' and a
new spirit and synthesis is vro^ected into the total enter-
prise,
C. The great Edinburgh Missionary Conference, 1910 divided
the non-Christian world between the various missionary organiza
tions and IJew Zealand was then in a position to accept her full
share of responsibility. The Chilct races of the Pacific
aggregating approximating 1,600,000 of whome one million have
not yet been evans-eliaed constitute a special challenge and
call. In the light of this and her other staggering obliga-
tions little Hew Zealand, geographically, cannot he little
in spirit, purpose, and achievement. With each five yesr
census the Dominion "^rovernment makes provision for a Religious
census covering- religions and places of v/orship.
Those volumes listed in the Bibliography will be found
specially interesting to those wishing to mf-ke a more detailed
study than is here presented.
That ITew Zealand has more than her share of religious
disunion and problems is evidenced by the fact that the 1921
Census shows the following numbers of denominations and systems
Christian 79
NOn-Christian 24
Other Beliefs 87
Total 190
]I
(
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The Diaerram appended shows proportions of specified
religions to scale.
SURV?IY No. 3.
TEE MISSION i-'ROBLBli IN NEW ZEALA.-D
This report is compiled from answers received to
questions submitted to representatives of several churches,
and from the Return of Religions, Census 1921.
The population of Nev/ Zealand on April 17, 1921,
exclusive of Maoris, was 1,218,913, almost double the number
it v/as 30 years earlier. About 96 per cent of the whole is
of British stock, and nearly 75 per cent IJev/ Zealand born.
Foreign groups are small, the largest being Chinese, numbering
2926. The problems associated with race assimilation that are
familiar in the United States and Canada, present no real
difficulty in Hew Zealand.
For such a small population and in view of the youth
of the country, the variety of spe cified religious groups is
somewhat startling. I'he Christian denominations number 79,
the non-Christian religions 24, and there are 69 others
classed as non-descripts
.
The following diagram shows the proportions of the
specified religions.
It will be seen at a glance that the preference of
the majority of the people (92.55 per cent) is for one or
other of four denominations.

SP3CIFIB]) H3LIGI0IIS
Diagram showing proportions, to scale
CHURCH OF SIIGLMD
'
' 514,507 equals 43,67 per
J
cent '
' » PRESBYTERIAN
299,545 equals 2 5, 4B per cent '
'
' ROMAN CATHOLIC
•
'
• 164,133 equals 13,93 per cent '
1 1
METHODIST
'» 112,344 equals 9,53 per cent 1
1
jBaptist , 19926 ; Salvation ^rmy, 11 , 591
;
iQhurch of Christ, 8640 Congreerational
' >
Brethren, 11, 055
17977 Total 5.02
,
\
— — — , , I I
iper cent. Remainder specified 28,768
1 1
equals 1.62percenti
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The growth of population shov/B a steady trend north
ward and cityv;ard, as the follov/ing data taken from "The
Outlook" August 1, 192 7 will show.
THS GROWTH OF POPULATION
Is the Church taking notice
The alert statistician of the Census Department con-
tinues to furnish the oublic with useful returns, the
significance of which should not be lost sight of by the
Church. The llorth Island is now far ahead of the South, the
figures bein^?: North 917,127, and South 5E0,853. The largest
urban areas are now estimated to contain the following numbers
of people :-
19E7 Increase for year
Auckland 202,463 10,177
^Vellinfrton 126,720 5,223
Christchurch 122,060 3,500
Decrease for year
Dunedin 83,250 1,845
(rr eater Auckland has added 52,000 in seven years,
Wellington 25,000, Christchurch 20,000, and Dunedin 10,000.
On present figures, the population of s-reater Auckland is
only about 12,000 less than the whole of Otago and Southland.
Of the towns outside the four largest, V/anganui still leads
with 27,180, Invercargill is next v;ith 22,590. Napier,
Timeru, Hamilton, and New Plymouth are close together, the
largest being 18,630, and the smallest 16,790. Gisborne and
Eastine-s are nearly equal, being 15,370 and 15,050 respectively.
Nelson^has 12,010.
It is obvious that Church extension work calls to be
done in the North Island, especially in the lar??e provincial
towns.

No attempt has been made to trace the development
of the smallar denominations ss t?ie Jiaptist: Congr ef-e ti onal-
ist; Church of Christ; or to deal with thfi origin and
present status of such vit?.:l and riominant orfrenizations as
the Salvation ^rmy; the Y.L.C.ii. and the Y.V/.C.ii. These and
others have been omitted not because their contributions are
considered to be unimportant but because of their later
arrival, numerical weakness, and almost endless number.

coucLusion
The story has been told in "briefest outline
and there seems little necessity for further com.Tent.
The internal problem of religiouH eaucbtion
is being do;. It with but it must ever be f^jced in
relation to the totcl v/orld situ^' tion. xhe perfect-
ing of such rapid transit politics vs H&dio and the
-i.eropl£--ne, i-s suggested by the subjoined map, must
force us increasingly toward the core of the world
activity and this must in turn be f rf ught v/ith gret t
good or ill both as to giving and receiving.
(85)

APPEiroiX I
The First Public Service held in New Zealand (December, 1814)
Dur.terra (Hmrtara) passed the remaining part of the
day in preparing for the Sabbath. He enclosed about half an
acre of^c^round with a fence, in the centre of which he erected
a pulpit^'f^nd a reading-desk, and coverec. the whole with either
black native-mr.de cloth or some auck which he had brought with
him from Port Jackson. He also procured the bottoms of some
old canoes and fixed them up as seats for the Europeans on
each side of the pulpit, intending to have Divine service per-
formed next day.
These preparations were made of his own accord, and in
the evening he first informed me that everything was ready for
public ^7orship. I v/as mnch pleased with this ringuler mark of
his attention*. The reading-desk was about 3 feet and the pul-
pit 6 feet from the ground. The black native cloth covered
the top of the pulpit, as well as the reading-desk. The bottom
of the' pulpit, as well as the reading-desk, was made of part of
a canoe, and the whole was becoming and had a solemn appearance.
He had also erected a flagstaff on the highest hill in the
village, which had a very commanding view. On Sunday morning,
when I went upon deck, I saw the English flag flying, which was
a pleasing sight in New Zealand. I considered it the signal
for the dawn of civilization, liberty, and religion in that
dark and benighted land. I never viewed the British flap: with
more gratification, and I flattered myself it would never be
removed till the natives of that island enjoyed all the happi-
ness of British subjects.
About 10 a.m. v/e prepared to go on shore to publish
the glad tidings of the Gospel of Christ for the first time
on this island. I was under no apprehension for the safety
of the vessel, and therefore ordered all on board to attend
Divine service on shore, except the m.aster and one man. On
our landing we found Zero Koro, , Duaterra, and Shunghee dressed
in regimentals, which had been given them by Governor Macquarie
of New South ?/ales - their men dra\7n up, ready to march into
the enclosure, to attend Divine service. They had their swords
by their sides and switches in their hands. -79 enterer^ the
enclosure, and were placed on the seats on each side of the
pulpit, K"oro Xoro m.arched his men on, and stationed them on
my right, and in rear of the Suropeans, while Duaterra placed
his men on the left of the inhabitants of the village, in-
cluding women and children, and the other chiefs formed a
dirole round the whole. A very solemn silence prevailed.
(86)
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The sight was truly irapreselve. I f-ot up and began the
service by singing the Old Hundredth Psalm, and felt ray
very soul meltinn- within me when T viewed my congregation,
and considered the state they were in. After reading the
service, during v/hich the natives stood up and sat down at
the signal given by the motion of Koro T^oro's switch, which
T/as regulated by the movements of the T'lur ojoeenp , it being
Christmas Day, I preached from Luke 11:10, "Behold, I bring
you glad tidings of great Joy"
.
The natives told Dua terra they could not understand
what I meant. He replied they were not to mind thflt now,
for they would understand by and by, when he would try to
explBin the meaning as v/ell as he could. When I had ended
the serm-on he informed them of what I had described in my
discourse. Diie terra was very much pleased that he had been
able to make all the necessary preparations for the perform-
ance of Divine service in so short a time; and v:e felt much
obliged to him for his attention. Ke v/as extremely anxious
to convince us that he would do everything for us that lay
in his power, and that the good of his country was his
p'rincipal consideration.
In the above manner the Gospel has been introduced
into New Zealand, and I fervently pray that the glory of it
may never depart from its inhabitants till time shall be no
more
.
After the service we returned on board, much grati-
fiea with the reception we had met v/ith, and we could not
but feel the strongest persuasion that the time was at hand
when the glory of the Lord would be revealed to these poor
benighted heathen, and that those who were to remain on the
island had strong reason to believe that their labours would
be blessed and crowned with success.
Reverend s.amuel karsden's Journal fin Historical Records of
Hew Zealand Vol. I).
r
APP31IDIX II
433. The spiritual conquest of the New Zealanders was
accomplished by pioneers, who were actuated with widely-
different motives from the "Pioneers of Civilization."
434. "It was towards tho end of the eighteenth century
that the physical and moral condition of the South Sea
Islanders first attracted the attention of the people of
areat Britain, and it was in 1795 that s missionary society
was formed in '/]np'land, to send forth the vVord of Life.
"Send it to where, expanded v;ide,
The South Sew rolls its farthest tide;
To every island's distant shore,
Make known the Saviour's frrace and power."
435. "The year 1796 will "be ever memorahle in the annals
of our faith, as that in which the "Duff" sailed out of the
river Thames with thirty missionaries, for the purpose of
converting the people of Tahiti, Mar^^uesas, and the Tonp*a
or ^j'riendly Islands, to Christianity. (See A Narrative of
Missionary Enterprises in the South Sea Islands, "by the
Hev. John ".Williams, of the London Missionary Society, London,
1840.
436. The honour of carrying the Gospel of Peace ro the
warlike Maoris is due to the late Hev. Samuel Msrsden. He
was then senior chaplain of the colony of Nev; South vVales;
born at Eorsforth, near Leeds, in 1764." (The i-.ev. Jas.
Buller's i'orty Years in New Zealand, London, 1878)
437. The Kev. S. Marsden had acted as colonial ap-ent for
the London I.Iissioriary Society. Ee persuaded the Church of
England Missionary Society to turn their attention to New
Zealand. After a.n absence of fourteen years, he visited
England. On his return voyage, in 1809, he was accompanied
by Messrs. Hall and King, who were soon followed by Mr.
Kendall, and, in 1815, the Kev. John- liutler the first clerical
missionary,
458. "On the 28th November, 1814, the schooner "Active"
left Sydney for Nev/ Zealand with the Hev, S. Marsden, his
friend Mr. Liddiard Ilicholas, and the missionaries Kendall,
Hall, and King - with their v;ives and families, and a party
(88)
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of eipht Il9w ^iealh^nders." (Christianity Among the Kew
Zeslsnders, Bishop of V/uiapu, London, 1867, p. 10)
439. "'^hey reached the Bay of Islands December 22, and
anchored of I^angihora, v/hich was the villag-e over which
Ruatara was chief, v/ho was on friendly terms with llr. Lars-
den, "^he next day (the Sabbath) about ten o'clock Llr.
llsrsden prepared to go on shore to publish for the first
time the *?lad tidings of the Trospel. I preached from
Luke 11.10: ^Behold, I bring you glad tidings of great ioy.' "
(Bishop of Tsiopu, T)p. 12 and 12.)
4<t0. In 1819, a station was formed et the Kirikiri. In
1822, the Key. llr. Leijh, from the V/esleyan Missionary
Society, and tv/o clergymen, established themselves at
Wangarosi, on the East Coast.
441. Liipsion Stiitions were formed at rahia, in the Bay
of Islands, in 1823: at Wjiimate in 1830, and at Kaitaia in
1834. In 1827, the 'Vesleyan missionaries fled from V/angaroa
in terror of their lives. In 1832, the church mission
station was moved from Rangihu to ^e Puna,
441A. Hr. (now the Kev.) William Golenso, of I^apier, supr-r-
intended the printing department at the m.ission station, Pahia,
Bay of Islands. He set the type and printed, in 1835, the
first English book TDrinted in New Zealand: Report of the
Formation and Establishment of the New Zealand Temperance
Society. (See J. H. Wallace ^s History of New Zealand for e
copy of this historical literary curiosity'-.)
442. Mission stations were also founded in 1834 on the
Thames and 'Vaipa rivers; in 1835, at Tauranga, in the Bay
of Plenty; at Rotorua, in the interior, and at Kawhia and
Whaingaroa, on the 7/est Coast. In 1839. they penetrated to
Cook Strait and the ILiddle Island.
443. In the year 1836, Pope Gregory XVI appointed J.B.P.
Pompallier Roman Catholic Bishop of New Zealand.
444. In 1838, the bishop arrived with several priests,
and took up his abode in Kororareka, and since that period
stations have been formed all over the islands by the three
missionary bodies, viz., Church of England, ^esleyan, and
Catholic
.
t
445. Henry '.Villiaras. "It was llr. llarsden's fourth visit
to New Zealand, in August, 1823; he came in the ship 'Bronipton'
.
The mission party that he broug^ht v/ith him included not only
Messrs. Turner and Eohhs, for the V/esleyan mission at ?78ngaroe,
but also the ?.ev, E. 'Villiams, v/ho began the formation of a
new station at Pahia, in the Bay of Islands, In later years
he was better knov/n as the Hev. Archdef;con H. i/STilliaras ."
(?.ev. J. Buller's Forty Yesrs in New Zealand, p. 270.)
446. "In 1826, he was joined by his brother 7;illiam, who
hPd been trained to the mediccl profesc^ion. Ee translated
the first version of the New Testament into Maori; was con-
secrated Bishop of '.7aiapu. The natives had always called
him by the familiar name of Parata (brother), but afterwards
it was exchanged for that of Pilopa (Bishop)." (Rev. Jas.
Buller's Forty Years in New Zealand, p. 279.)

APPENDIX III
PH0CLAlLr:i01J
In the name of Her k^jesty Victoria, Queen of the
United ICinp-dom of Great Britain and Ireland - By 7/illiain
Hobson, a Captain in the Hoyal Navy, Lieutenant-Governor
of New Zealand.
7/heroas by a treaty bearing date the Sixth day of
February, in the year of our Lord, one thousand eip-ht
hundred and forty, made and executed by me, William Hobson,
e Captain in the Royal Navy, Consul snd Lieutenant-Governor
in Ngv7 Zealand, vested for this purpose with full powers by
Her Brittanic Majesty of the one part,- and the Chiefs of
the Confederation of the United Tribes of New Zealand, and
the separate and independent Chiefs of New Zealand, not
members of the Confederation, of the other, end further
ratified and confirmed by the adherence of the Principal
Chiefs of this Island of New Zealand, (commonly called the
"Northern Island" ) , all rights and pov/ers of Sovereignty
over the said Northern Island were ceded to Her Majesty
the --iueen of Great Britain and Ireland absolutely and with-
out reservation:
Now, therefore, I, William Eobson, Lieutenant-
Governor of New Zealand, in the name and on behalf of Her
Malesty, do hereby proclaim, and declare to all men that
from and after the date of the above-m.entioned treaty the
full sovereignty of the Northern Island of Nev; Zealand
vests in Her Ilajesty ^iueen Victoria, her heirs and successors
forever.
Given under ray hand, at 'Government House, Russell,
Bay of Islands, this twenty-first day of May, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and forty.
Y/illiam Hobson,
Lieutenant-Governor
•
By His ^Ixcellency' s Command,
'Vi 11 0ughby Sh or 1 1and
,
Colonial Secretary.
In six months 51B names were appended to the Treaty
of Waitangi.
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NATIONAL SYSTMd OF PHILIARY SflUCATION
The desirability of introducinp- some connected scheme
to replace the het er Offenoous systems in operation was affirmed
"by the House of Representatives in 1869, hut considerable
difference of opinion as to the form which legislation should
take prevented a measure being passed for several years. It
is evident, however, from the crop of provincial enactments
in 1871 and subsequent years that the fear of a national
system led most of the Provincial Councils to put their edu-
cational houses in order in the attempt to retain control of
education.
Whether religious teaching of a non-sectarian character
WPS to be provided for, and the question of grants to denomina-
tional and private schools, v-ere the reasons for the dropping
of a Bill which was introduced into the General Assembly in
1871. A further effort v/as made in 1875, but, although the
Bill then introduce;! passed through all stages in both Houses,
it did not actually reach the sataue-book. nothing further
wes done till 187G, when, with the abolition of the provincial
institutions, it was necessary to provide machinery to keep
the existing public schools in operation. This was done by
the passinpr of the Education Boards Act, 1876, which made
temporary provision for the administration of education. The
education districts thus created were coterminous with the
provincial districts of the same names. By the Act all taxes
and rates previously authorized by the provincial Legislatures
were abolished with the exception of school fees and capita-
tion rates on account of children. A vote was made out of
the Land Fund in aid of the maintenance of schools.
Parliament in 1877 was in the position of requiring
to make provision for a national system. The Bill which was
presented underwent considerable modification. Provision
for 8 crepitation tax of 10s. on every child of school age
was deleted, and instruction was to be of an entirely secular
character. It will be seen accordingly that with the passing
of this Act the foundation of the present system of free,
compulsory, and secular education wns well Irid. The outstanding
(9E)

features of the Education ..ct, 1877, were the provisions
for a central Department of S^^ucation controlled by e
Minister of the Crovm; the establishment of twelve education
districts - viz., .\ucliland, Taranaki, Wanganui, Wellinfrton,
Hawhe's Bay, Liarlhor niph, Nelson, Worth Canterbury, South
Canterbury, Westland, Otago and Southland - governed by
Boards; and the establishment of school districts, v/hich came
und'^r the ,iur isdiction of School GomLiittees. On the Department
was the onus of administering the annusl appropriations by
distributin^r to the Boards funds for the erection and main-
tenance of schools and the establishment of training or
normsl schools, and also the payment of capitation to the
Boards at the rate of iS 15s. for each scholar in average
daily attendance.
Education Boards were to be elected by School Committees,
and to consist of nine members, three of vrhom were to retire
annually. In the Boards v/ero vested all property and endow-
ments, and rents from these bece.me part of the Board funds.
The Boards were required to administer funds in carrying out
the building arrangements for which grants were provided by
the Department; in paying the salaries of teachers; and in
granting to School Committees money for general educ£?tion8l
purposes. The appointment and removal of teachers v/ere in
their hands, and the Act also gave the Boards power to es-
tablish scholarships, and to provide for secondary education
in district hi^h schools. Fees were, however, payable to
Education Boards by pupils receiving secondary education.
School Committees of seven members were to be elected annually.
Generally the Committee had the management of educetional
matters within its own district, and out of the money r eceived
from the iJoard made payments incidental to the administration
of the Committee's functions. In addition to these provisions
the Act of 1877 specified the course of instruction to be
sriven in the schools throue-hout the colony. Inspectors, 'who
were officers of the iScucation Boards, were to be appointed to
examine and report on the school-work.
Course of Legislation since 1877.
In the main the principles of the ixct of 1877 are
operative to-day. Several amendments made in succeeding years
necessitated a consolidating m.easure in 1904. Amonc- the
principal alterations and additions that had been made up to
that date were: The creation of the Grey District by a sub-
division of :7estl8nd in 1884, thus bringing the total number
of education districts up to thirteen; the provision in 1900
for a comprehensive scheme of manual and technical instruction;
II
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the introduction of physical drill into the curriculum in
1901; and, in 1903, the institution of L'ational Scholarships
to he awarded by the Department, and the introduction of a
system of free places in secondary schools and district high
schools for scholars completing the primary course. Up to
the year 1901 also each hoard had its own scale of staffs and
salaries, but an Act of 1901 fixed the relation of the number
and the remuneration of teachers in a school to the number of
pupils in attendance. In 1905 each education district was
divided into three wards, each returning three members, one
of v;hom in each ward retired annually.
No outstanding changes beyond the consolidation of
education legislation in 1908 v;ere made until 1914. By the ICdu-
cstion Act of that year the whole of the law relating not
only to public but also to secondary, technical and special
schools was recsst. ^he principal chansres involved the re-
organization of the Department of SJducation, and the Inspector-
General of Schools became Director of Education. Inspectors
of Schools, who had hitherto been officers of the several
Education Boards, became officers of the central Department,
a provision, it may be noted, that had been deleted from the
Bill of 1877. Provision w&s made for the constitution of
fewer education districts in lieu of the thirteen then exist-
inp-, and by an Act of 1915 nine were created. Every educa-
tion district is divided into urban areas and a rural area.
An urban area consists of a borough or a group of boroughs
having more than eight thousand inhabitants; and the rural
area, which comprisevS the rest of the district, is divided
into three wards. The members of each ward of the rural
area and for all urban areas are, as formerly, to be nlected
by the members of the seversl School Committees. The number
of members of an Education Board for the rural area is six-two
for each ward. The number of members for each urban area, is
two for each sixty thousand or part of sixty thousand inhabitants.
School Goramittees continue to be elected by the householders,
and hold office for one year.
A Council of Education is established whose statutory
duty it is to report to the Minister and advise upon any
matters in connection with education referred to it by the
Minister, or v;hich it may consider advisable to introduce
into Hew Zealand. The Council has, however, no administrative
or executive functions. To obviate the necessity for frequent
meetinRS of the Council the Minister is p-iven power to con-
stitute from time to time District Advisory Committees, to
afford avssif tance and to advise with regard to matters concern-
ing one district only.

Under the Act, provision is made for an annual graded
list of certificated teachers. 'Jhe first p-rading was completed
and published in 1916, -snd has since been made ennually.
Except in special cases, all teaching appointments are povern-
en by the position of the applicants on the list, and it is
also to some extent the besis for the determination of the
rate of salary payable.
AmendinfT legrislat ion, mainly of an administrative
character, has been enacted at various times since 1914. By
the Education ilmendment Act, 1921-EE, the registration of all
private schools is made compulsory, and teachers in both
public and private schools are required to take the oath of
allegiance
.
The ^('ucation Amendment ^ct, 1924, contained interalia,
provisions for the establishment of Junior Hirh Schools, for
the amalgamation of the governing bodies of secondary and
technical schools, and for the creation of a 'Jeachers'
Register
.
Important alterations in regard to Junior and Senior
National Scholarships v/ere made by the Erucation Amendment
Act, 19E6, which also discontinued the system of issuing
licenses to teach.
The programme of primary instruction at present pro-
vided by the Act includes li^nglish, arithmetic, geography,
history and civics, drav;ing and handv/ork (including needle-
work), nature-study and elementary science, physical instruction,
moral instruction and health, and singinp:.

APPBIIDIX V
SCEOLAHS AND S?U])3IJ?S
Hhe number of scholars end students receiving instruc-
tion in the educational institutions of the Uominion is shov/n
in the follov/inr sumi.iary, classified accordinp ^is to whether
they receive primary, secondary, technical, or higher educa-
tion, xhe table refers to roll numbers as at the end of the
year in each chse,
TABL3 SEOu'IlIG SCHOLARS AlID STUD3I:TS AS AT 51ST DSCSi;.BER,
19ii3, 19E4, AIJD 1925.
Class of Institution
Primary Education
Public (State) schools 211,960 213,290 214,724
Native Village schools 6,186 6,310 6,386
Native mission schools 367 343 366
Registered private primary schools 26,010 26,302 25,933
Lower departments of secondary " 500 478 359
Correspondence cla^^ses 365 504 500
Total primary 245,388 247,227 248,248
Secondary Education
Secondary schools 11.619 12,010 12,514
Secondary deists. of district hicrh 2,818 2,900 3,136
Technical high schools (schools 5,054 5,369 5,132
Maori secondaryC boardinr') schools 493 524 536
Registered private secondary schools 2,134 2,473 2 , 511
Total secondary 22,118 23,276 23,829
Technical Gla st-'es ( excluding Technical Hie-h Schools)
Conducted by Ed. or High School j3oards 2,292 2,667 1,641
Conducted by Tech. Sch. Boar d or Llgrs. 9,503 10,288 10,708
Conductec' by University colleges 1 , 268 1,288 617
Total technical 13,063 14,243 12,966
University E.'i'ucation
University colleges 5,858 3,808 3,949
University stud'--nts exempt fr. lectures 344 428 493
Lincoln .agricultural College 55 51 52
Total University 4,255 4,287 4,494
Total scholars and students 284,424 289,033 289,537
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Public primary schools, including district hifrh
schools, numbered 2,580 in 1925, op-ainst 2,574 in 1924.
The number of rep-istered priv&te primary schools from which
returns were received by the Education Department was 285,
Aided or endowed collec!:es, ^rrammar and hip-h schools in
oper-^tion numbered 38 technical high school 15, repristered
private secondary schools 29, and University eollepes 4.
The number of primary and secondary schools established
for the education of the Native or Maori race was 147.

APPmJDIX VI
ROYAL COUIISSION ON UiJITiSRSITY SDUCaTION
A Royal Commission, consisting of Sir H. K. Keichel.
M.A., LL.D., K.3., and F. ?i>te, ^sq., M.A.. C.I.I.G., I.S.O..
was appointed in -pril, 1925, to inquire into and report
upon the question of university education in IJew Zealand.
The order *of reference covered the following subjects :-
(1) The present facilities for university education
in New Zealand
.
(E) The workinsr of the present or '^e ni sat ion of the
University^ of Nev/ Zealand, its affiliated
collef?es and recop-nizec' professional schools.
(3) The constitution of the University Senate, to-
gether with the question of whether special
interests such as agriculture, inciustry, and
commerce should be represented on the Senate.
(4) The question of whether the present system of
four colle=^es federated under the New Zealand
University is satisfactory or is capable of
improvement. In particular, v/hether each of the
present four University colleges should become a
separate University; and, if so, undor what
conditions.
(5) The standard and scope of the degree and other
examinations conducted by the University.
(6) The question of whether University examinations
should be conducted by internal or external
examiners, or by a combination of both.
(7) The question of accrediting students for entrance
to the University in lieu of the Matriculation
Examination.
(8) The relation of university education to that
provided in secondary and technical schools.
(9) The provision that should be made in New Zealand
for university teaching and research.
(10) Any other matters concerning higher education
which the Commissioners would feel worthy of
report to the (Jovernnent
.
The Commission commenced its inquiries in June, 19E5,
and visited each of the four University centres, taking evi-
dence from members of the governing bodies of the New Zealand
University and its affiliated colleges. University professors
and teachers. University students, representatives of commerce
and industry, and public men. The Gomm.ission furnished a compre-
hensive report- containing much valuable information, and made
(96)
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numerous recoriLmandations , among which may he mentioned those
favourin^T the followinp::-
The reconstitution of the New Zealand University as a
federal teachincr University, with constituent
colle<?es enjoying a lar^e measure of autonomy in
regard to curriculum and examinations.
The University to be governed by e University Council
of tv7enty-on9 members, constituted differently to
the present Senate,
The aioT30intment of a Principal of the University, to
be' the academic head of the University.
The formation of an Academic Board of twenty professors
of the University to advise the Council on sll
academic matters, and to have such administrative
duties in regard to academic matters as the Council
may from time to time delegate to it.
Representation of special interest s-e,.g. , agriculture,
industry, commerce - on the Councils of the
constituent colle£?f?s.
The formation of a Professorial Board in each constituent
collepre, v;ith duties in regard to the college similar
to those of the suggested Academic Board in regard
to the University.
The formation of the senior teaching staff of the con-
stituent colle.cres into faculties, each faculty having
the right to submit for approval courses of study in
subjects prescribed for degrees or diplomas.
The raising of the standard of the B.A. and B.Sc. degrees,
and the strengthening of the courses for solicitors
and barristers.
Efforts in the direction of reducing the number of
students who devote only part time to University
study or who have exemption from attending lectures.
The abolition of the present Matriculation Examination,
and the substitution for it of an "intermediate
examination" and a "school leaving examination."
The appointment of a Secondary-schools Board to advise
the University Council on all matters relating to the
tv/o examinations mentioned, and to have such adminis-
trr^tive duties in regard to, them as might from time
to time be delegated to it.
The appointment of a Technical-schools Board to advise
the Educational Department in matters relating to
courses of technical study and to examinations.
The acceptance of extra-mural work as an essential part
of the normal work of the University.
The empov/ering of the University to grant degrees in
Divinity, with the proviso that the colleges should
not undertake the teaching of the theological sub-
jects included in the degree.
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In addition, special recomnandations v/ere made with
regard to the traininf: of teachers, and the question of
university education in a^rr icultur e , law, engineering, and
special subjects, also in regard to research work.
Certain of the r econinendo tions
,
notfhly those relating
to the constitution of the University and of the University
Council, and the formation of the Academic Board, were given
effect to, wholly or in part, by the Hew %ealf?nd University
Amendment Act, 1926.
(From the Hew Zealand Official Year-Book, 1927)

«APPENDIX VII
NEV/ Z3AL.-.ITD BIBLE-IN-SCHOOLS LSAGUlil
New Zealand President:
TH3 HOST R^VaiRT-ilND Tn:C PRILIAT^ OP N.Z. (ARCHBISHOP AV^dJRILL)
Otapro President
PROFT33SOK R.LAI7S0IJ,M.A . .LIT? .D. fPR0?3S30R of 3DUCATI0II, Otap-o
Secretary of Executive: University)
Mr. T. R. FleminfT, 10 Heriot Jiow, Dune^'in
Provincial Organizer:
Reverend E.O.Blaraires, League Office, cor . Grsv/ford and Jetty Sts.
Treasurer: Duneiin.
Mr. D.C.Cameron, c/o Messrs. Reid & Gray, Crawford Street, Dunedin.
RELIGIOUS EXERCISES III SCHOOLS BILL
The following is a description and epitome of the above :-
IT APPLIES to "public schools, native schools, secondary
schools, end technical high schools."
IT PROVIDES for "religious exercises of e simple
character, which shall not include any instructions
in '*"he tenets, dogma, or creed peculiar to any
religious society or denomination," the exercises
occupying from fifteen to tv/enty minutes at the
commencement of each day, except that on one day
per week the patriotic exercises already pres-
cribed by the regulations may be substituted.
THE RELIGIOUS EXERCISES SE'ULL CONSIST OF-
(a) The recitation of the Lord's Prayer.
(b) The singini? or recitation of a himn from a
hymnal compiler^ by the Education Department
after consultation with the representatives
of the Christian Churches.
(c) The readin?T by the teacher or pupils of a
Bible lesnon from a manual (compiled as in
(b)) "such reading to be without interpreta-
tion or comment other than is reasonably
necessary for orrammatical explar^at ion."
(101)
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A scholar may "be exempted if the parent or gxiardian
notify that he has conscientious objection to the reli^^ious
exercises.
(Teachers may be similarly exempted, and should all
the teachers of a school require such exemption the controlling
authority may nominate a suitable substitute to conduct the
religious exercises.
If in any school it has been the practice to conduct
reli.p-ious exercises in another form, such may be continued by
the authorities in lieu of those now proposed.
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APP^^NDIX VIII
WHaT AR3 m GOING TO DO ABOUT IT?
Reprinted from the Dunedin 'Sveninp' Star', Saturday, March IE,
19E7, at the request of the Otnp-o Council of Sunday School
Unions
,
(Contributed by Reverend Rutherford Waddell, L.-rt.., D.D.)
That is the question which the patriotic end serious-
minded American is asking about the condition of his country.
What that condition is we have indicated in two previous
articles. In one we say that out of 500 carefully-selected
teachers, professors, colleg-e g-raduates, and students one-
fifth of them dismiss a third of the Jen Commandments as of
no authority, and two-thirds of them reverse Christ's em-ohasis
on the priority of love to God and put it on man. In short,
their views as to the moral authority of the Ten Commandments
were so conflicting that the writer in the ' Century Magazine
'
felt justified in entitling his article 'Our Moral dinarchy.*
V/hat educate'' men are thinking to-day the common people v/ill
be thinking" tomorrow. The to-morrow has already come to
.America, and its moral anarchy has filtered down into the
masses. V/e showed the results of this in a second article as
disclosed in its crime statistics. Last year the cost of crime
in i^i-morica was almost ss much as that of the wer debts of nearly
eiqrhteen 53uropean nations and ^p4E,000,000 more than the total
income of the United States, llo nation can long survive being
thus plundered by its own ro^rues. It must either destroy them
or they will destroy it. The most alarming feature in these
crime statistics is the fact that the average age of the
criminal has steadily grown doi7n within the last ten yeers.
More than one-half of the automobile robberies which figure
so prominently in the crime statistics were perpetuated by
youths of high school ages. Careful investigation revealed
that a " surprisiiiR-ly lar^re number of children in the state
schools v/ere potential liars and thieves," These and other
crime records have caused every serious-minded American
"furiously to think". He sees thst with the professional
criminal little can be done, i3ut the supply can be cut off.
Seed is fruit, and fruit is also seed. But if the seed can
be made pure the fruit will follow suit. Make the tre-e good,
and its fruit will be good.
(103)
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So efforts are beinf^ concentrated on capturing the
youn-r. ro-morrow is v/ith them. ro some extent this has
always been attempted, hut with very indifferent results.
In America, as we have seen, seven-tenths of the children
are not beinn: touched by the educational pro??ramme of Fny
of the churches. it is felt also that in the case of those
who have been receiving: religious instruction it is of the
most perfunctory kind - at least in Protestant Sunday Schools.
The great body of the teachers have had no systematic train-
ing for the work. 'Jhey are well-me*^ning, devoted men and
women, but most of them knov; little or nothing about the
methods of teachinp: or the history and prirciples of
Biblical instruction, ^he State school teacher has been
trained for his work, but the Sunday school teacher has not.
So it comes about that, while secular education has reached
8 hip-h standard, religious education is deplorably meagre
and imperfect. "There are tvro enemies which democracy need
fear: ignorance and godlessness ." The State system guards
against'ignorance , but it is outside its function to deal
with ffodlessness. Yet a dem.ocracy without a religion is
headed for doom. It, therefore, becomes the business of the
church to meet this problem, for the State's existence as
well as its own depenc's upon it.
It must set itself systematically and earnestly to
the doing of this. It has made a beginning in the United
States. lUne years ago there was established in connection
with the University of Boston a School of Keligious Education
and Social Service. The design of its founders was to do for
religion what institutes of technology do for engineering,
and medical colleges for medicine, and teachers' colleges for
education, and theol'j^^ical colleges for ministers. This
school is one of ten that make up the Boston University. The
University as a whole has a roll of some lid, 000 students.
The growth of this school of religion has been remarkable.
Beginning with an enrollment of about 100, it has gone on
steadily increasing till last year when it amounted to 504,
and the aim is to raise this to 800 by 19E8. "The student
body comes from thirty-eight Sta^tes and eight foreip-n
countries, and represents twenty-tT'o Protestsint Christian
denominations. It hss a faculty of its own, with adequate
buildings and equipments, the choice of some sixteen major
fields, embracing more than 200 separate courses of instruction,
, and power to grant degrees."
Already the demands for trained leaders "in the new
profession are far greater then the supply. If the church
is to build a system of religious education which will
spiritualize the ideals of a democratic world society, there
must be raised up a vast army of religious te&chers.
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administrators, anc". editors." ?his school is but the fore-
runner of many others in the field.
Now, v/e have said that it is a foolish, not to say a
dangerous, thing to keep an eye on our nei^-hbours' faults
and follies and forget our ovm. ^^11 this parade of moral
anarchy in .America would be something of an impertinence
if it ended there. -Ve do not wish to do that. V/e have not
meant to direct our eyes merely to the ffvils of our neighbours
We have detailed these for the purpose of home consumption.
Exactly the same causes which are producing moral anarchy in
America are at work among ourselves. Given time enough, and
we shall inevitably have the ssme results - iilready they are
apparent enough to be causing grave concern to the serious-
minded lover of "Ood's Ov/n Country". '.Ve are witnessing the
break up of the home as a religious institution. The whole
trend of events is tending more and more to weaken parental
influence, at least so far as moral instruction is concerned.
The average father and mother do not much concern themselves
about the nee I for this. They are content v/ith the education
which the ("ay school supplies. This education is secular
and compulsory. It is calle:: undenominational. But many
people regard secularism as much a denomination as Anglicanism
or Roman Catholicism. According to the dictionary meaning of
the word, secular means "pertaining to this v/orld, or to thins-
not spiritual or holy." If the teacher in inculcating morals
appeals to a sanction outside this world, he violates the law
by which he holds office. If he does not, those who believe
the Christian faith believe that he has no adequate motive
for morality. In the higher departments of learninp- it has
been found in America that "behaviouri stic psycholocry and
pragmatism, naturalism, and materialism in philosophy are
profoundly influencing" its academic life. The biological
sciences are being substituted for theology and philosophy.
Already leaders of religious education are facing the problem
of keeping relii?ious education religious. The same trend is
at work in our own academic Institutions. ciuite recently a
distressed mother discussed with the present writer the
threatened destruction of faith in her son by the teaching
regarding evolution with which he v/as confronted in a certain
college. It was shattering his belief. Ker own ideas of
evolution wore crude, and his conception of the Bible was not
less 30. But that is what is going on in educational circles.
If the situation is to be saved the church must gird itself
for the task. Hitherto it has been slow to tackle it, and
when it has done so it has done it v/ith wholly inadequate
weapons. Statistics show that there are in round numbers
2 50,000 children of Sunday school age in Hew Zealand, and

100,000 of these are not in Sunday school, "'here are they?
That is a serious question, especially for the Protest^^nt
churches, since four-fifths of its membership are recruited
from its schools. Yet of every hundreri children v7ho pass
throup"h its schools only twenty become members of the church,
and it is these tv/enty that on an average raahe up its four-
fifth membership. The only church that seems to understand
the situation ana shows its belief in the primary importance
of religion in education by its works is the Koman Catholic
Church. The other churches as yet do not seem to be seized
of the ur^^oncy of the problem. They had neel to be, or it
will soon be too late, iin ap^le tree, says Emerson, if you
take out every day for a time a load of loam, end put in s
load of sand about its roots, will find it out. "An apple
tree is a stupid kind of thing, but if this treatment be
pursued for a* short time I think it v/ould begin to mistrust
something." And if the church allows to be taken away from
the roots of a child's character the great verities of
religion, both church and State will look in vain for those
"fruits of the spirit" which have raised man above the level
of emigrating rats and free loving baboons.
What then must be done about it? Tv;o things are
clear. The people are determined to preserve the present
e;lucational system, free, secular, and compulsory. They
will not permit any tamperinsr v/ith it. But no nation can
exist without being built on a moral basis. That is especially
necessary for a democracy. But owing to the disastrous
divisions of denominations this basis cannot be laid in the
public schools. Ilorals are and can be taught there. But
relip-ion only can supply an adequate dynamic for them, /.nd
religion is the business of the church. The church, there-
fore, must find ways and means for this. Already a very
promising: bep-inninfr has been made in the establishment of
a School of Ileligious Education and Social Service on
similar lines to that of the Boston one. But it neeis more
adequate surport than it has hitherto received. If the
Protestant churches mean business they must gird themselves
to this duty after some such noble and self-sacrificing
fashion as the I^oman Catholic. On the other hand, the State
owes som.e consideration to the efforts of the church. It is
as much concerned as the church is to secure the moral edu-
cation of its citizens, for the welfare and even the very
existence of both depend upon this. The State must be v/illing
to make provision in its educational curriculum for the moral
training of its youth. This must be done, not by religious
teachers entering the school during school hours, but by the
church making arrangements for daily religious instruction
in buildings of its own. It is futile and foolish to expect
any good to come from filching from the children the hours

of TGcreation or seekin^r to enlist their interest v/hen
they are fatigued by school work. If church and State are
in earnest in their professed belief that a democracy is
impossible without a basis of morals they ought to be
willing to co-operete together to secure this. If they
do not thus unite to undorgird their interests time '//ill
make an end of both of thera.
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THE 3VLA.STBE BX7ILDEE.
' 'First of all a teacher must be a scholar, and no part of his professional
edncation must be conducted at the expense of scholarship. . . .
"The moment any man ceases to be a systematic student he ceases to be
an effective teacher."—W. H. Payne.
"The woman who touched the hem of the Saviour's gaiment felt at once the
vivifying Influences which were all the time going forth from the Great
Teacher. Here we stand face to face with the greatest mystery of the teacher's
!
art."—Nathan C. SchaelTer.
"And so it is the teacher's province to hold aloft the toich, to stand
against materialistic tendencies; to insist at all times and at all places that
this nation of ours was foimded upon iciealism, and that, whatever may be the
prevailing tendencies of the time, its children shall still leam to live 'among
the sunlit peaks.' And if the teacher is imbued with this idealism, although
his work may take him very close to mother Earth, he may still lift his head
above the fog and look the morning sun squarely in the face."—W. C. Baglcy.
"Character consists in the ability to hold an ideal in consciousness and
to control every act of every day in terms of that ideal. The educator must
know how to deal with this capacity for internal control. The prophet is
responsible for racial ideals. It is the terxher's business to implant these ideals
in the minds of childi-en, and so to rehearse them in those ideals that they shall
be realized in racial experience. . . . The Christian educator has but one
task, and that to present Jesus Christ to the rising generation so that every act
j
of every day of every person will be found in harmony with His holy will.
"There may be such a thing as evangelism that is not educational, but
i
there can be no such thing as a Christian education which is not evangelical.
"The whole purpose of Christian education is to unite the life of the child
with the life of Christ, and so lead him to be one with the Father. The Christian
educator determines all his methods and selects all his material with this one
end in view.
"He who would lead a little child to the Father must know the Father,
and he must know the child, and he must know the best method of presenting
the Father's will to the child as it unfolds and develops through the various
periods of infancy, childhood, and youth. . . .
"In the great task of world reconstruction there can be no greater service
than building the consciousness of God into the social and economic structure
of the new world. It is that supreme task, it seems to me, to which the
prophets and teachers alike should devote their lives. This would be at once
the highest service to both State and Church. ' '—Dean W. S. Atheam.
'If Religious Education is to be truly
Christian, it must keep hold of some
essential things. It must, of course,
teach the things concerning Christ.
But he must be taught not merely as a
Friend, a Teacher, a Master, a Leader,
a Helper, a Saviour; but as 'The Only
Begotten Son, our Lord and Christ.' "
—Marion Stevenson.
'In my one minute let me urge soul-
winning as the end of your labour.
Before your pupils are twenty, nine
out of ten will have made choice of
Christ as personal Saviour, or will
never make the choice. The days and
months run Into years with appalling
rapidity: win them this year."
—Bishop Homer C. Stuntz.
"
I AM THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD.
CALENDAR, 1927.
February 22, Tuesday Registration, 6.30-8 p.m.
Formal Opening, 8-9.30 p.m.
March i, Tuesday Class Work begins, 7.15 p.m.
April 12, Tuesday Open Night. General Lecture, 7.30 p.m.
April 19, Tuesday First Term Social, 7.30 p.m.
May 31, Tuesday First Term Examinations, 7 p.m.
June 1-13 Winter Recess.
June 14, Tuesday Second Term Registration, 6.45 p.m.
Class Work begins, 7.15 p.m.
July 19, Tuesday Open Night. General Lecture, 7.30 p.m.
July 26, Tuesday Second Term Social, 7.30 p.m.
September 6, Tuesday Second Term Examinations, 7 p.m.
September 11, Sunday Thanksgiving Service, 6.30 p.m.
September 13, Tuesday Closing Banquet, 7.30 p.m.
THESIS CALENDAR.
March 8, Tuesday Theme Approved.
March 22, Tuesday Tentative Bibliography due.
April 19, Tuesday Tentative Outline due.
May 10, Tuesday
^
Final Outline due.
July 19, Tuesday Tentative Thesis due.
August 23, Tuesday Thesis in Final Form due.
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ETHEL MAY CALDER, Diploma Otago School of Religious Education (Young
People's Division).
DOREEN HILDA MOSS, Diploma (Jtago School of Religious Education (Children's
Division)
.
GRACE HOPE KANE, Diploma Otago School of Religious Education (Children's
Division)
DOROTHY GILBERT ALLEN, Diploma Otago School of Religious Education
(Children's Division).
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Mr. JAMES FARQUHARSON, Chairman.
J. D. SALMOND, m.a., Secretary.
Professor R. LAWSON, m.a., litt.d., Professor of Education, Otago University.
Rev. a. C. W. STANDAGE, m.a., Convener Dunedin Presbytery's Youth Com-
mittee.
JOHN A. MOORE, m.a., b.sc. Principal Normal Training College.
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ALLAN T. McNAUGHTON, m.a.
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OTAGO COUNCIL OF SUNDAY SCHOOL UNIONS.
The Otago Council of Sunday School Unions is fortunate in having secured
as its Headquarters a large room in Reed's Building, 33 Jetty Street. This
room will be available for Committee Meetings, Classes, and Conferences. Mr.
and Mrs. Blair, "Pitlochry," 28 Kenmure Road, Roslyn, Dunediu ('phone
9339), will be glad to meet, by arrangement, those who have personal problems
or difficulties I'elating to the work.
SCHOOLS OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.
"It is a great and serious cause of concern to Christ and the whole world
that we help and direct the yoimg people. We live mainly for what we can
do for the young people."—From :in mlilrc^s of Martin LutluM- atlvocating the
establishing of 8cliools of Religious Kilufation.
"By the side of our great schools of applied science, the Church must
erect professional schools which will preserve the spiritual ideals of mankind
and guarantee efficient leadership in every movement for human uplift."
—Dean W. S. Athcarn.
THE OTAGO SCHOOL OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION aims
at creating an adequate body of Christian Leaders for New
Zealand.
The School will open its fifth year, Tuesday, February 22, with a
strong staff and a curriculum rich in educational and religious content.
It is hoped that the scope will be as broad as the interests and needs
represented, and that it will be sufficiently practical to give help with
present problems.
Those responsible for the School recognize the two great enemies
of a democracy as ignorance and godlcssncss, and will heartily co-operate
with Church and State in banishing both from our fair land and in
making imclligaicc and righteousness co-extensive.
It is anticipated that this will be the forerunner of a chain of Schools
throughout the land and beyond, and that in due course these will have
the sanction of our institutions of higher learning. This seems necessary
in order that proper guidance and adequate facilities for investigation
may be available.
The School has as its three major objectives :
—
1. The furnishing of leaders for a national system of moral and
religious education.
2. The training of leaders for all lay professional positions
within the local Church and Community at home and on
the Mission fields.
3. The equipping of lay voluntary leaders in the local Church
and community.
The majority will doubtless return to help with the task of building
Churches that will be spiritual forces in the community, but select
students are encouraged to dedicate themselves to lay professional
leadership in the field of Christian education. Four years of twenty-four
weeks each are required to complete the prescribed course of study, but
those carrying three or more units of work may complete the course in
three years ; and those prepared to give something like full time, in two
years. Students who can fulfil the entrance requirements but who
foresee that they may not be able to complete more than one or two years
of the course will receive credit for all work completed.
This is a Christian School stressing sound education and evangelism,
and looking toward the practical union of the Christian forces of the land
through an interdenominational spirit and programme.
The School is recognised as a training ground for Church School and
General Church Workers. In consequence, persistent efforts will be
made to have all the churches and schools represented. Large numbers
of scholarships will be available, and the aim will be to secure at least one
choice student from each school, and in the case of larger churches a
second from the Bible classes.
The courses of instruction are arranged in three groups, as under :
Biblical.
Departmental.
General.
Theory, practice, and general culture will go hand-in-hand.
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STUDENT COUNCIL AND ASSEMBLY.
With a view to creating a fine loyalty, consolidating the School's
work and perpetuating its life, a Student Council has been elected.
This Council is the official mouth-piccc of the Student Assembly.
A constitution sets forth clearly the scope and duties of both
Assembly and Council.
The Otago Council is anxious that there should be a large measure
of student government, and it regards whole-hearted participation in
the affairs of the Student Council and Assembly as an integral part of
the general training for leadership.
DIPLOMA STUDENTS' CLUB.
In order to bind our Graduates more closely and effectively together
it has been decided to form a Diploma Students' Club, with the following
objects :
—
a. To promote a fine fellowship among all diploma students.
h. To create and foster a live interest in advanced study and re-
search in various chosen fields.
c. To generally promote a sane professional spirit and purpose
among all its members.
STAFF OF THE OTAGO SCHOOL OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION,
WITH FIRST GROUP OF DIPLOMA STUDENTS.
Bach Row (left to right).—Margaret M. Nelson, Ethel M. Calder, G. Hope Kane.
Middle Row.—Doreen H. Moss, Dorothy G. .\llen, Martha F. Murdoch, Aletta de B.
Hutton.
Front Row.—Elizabeth K. .Macfie ; Robert Blair, b.r.e., f.r.g.s. (Director,
O.S.R.E.)
; James Farquharson, President Otago Council of S.S. Unions ;
Jessie Low Blair, m.r.e. ; Rev. .A. C. W. Standage, m.a.
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Otago School of Religious Education.
Director : Mr. Robert Blair, b.r.e., f.r.g.s.
All regular sessions of this School will be held in Knox Church
School, corner King and Frederick Streets, every Tuesday evening.
In general these are designed to meet the Certificate and Diploma
requirements of the School.
( First Period, 7.15-8.15.
ORDER OF CLASSES Devotional.
i Second Period, 8.30-9.30.
In order to enhance the School's value and significance to the com-
munity, rich supplementary courses have been developed especially on
Friday evenings from 6.15 to 9.
These courses, in addition to be'ng largely elective for our regular
students, are designed to help those who find it impossible to carry the
full burden of work. These will be welcomed and admitted subject to
compliance with the regular Class and School requirements.
EXPENSES.—Through the generosity of public-spirited citizens,
the expenses of students attending the School are comparatively low.
A tuition fee of £1 per term will be charged. It is hoped that scholar-
ships will be offered by individuals and churches.
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION.—A diploma will be
issued to all students completing eight units of work, provided the follow-
ing conditions have been fulfilled :
—
First.—All students must be at least 17 years of age, in good health,
and of High School status or the equivalent.
Second.—Students must have satisfactorily completed eight full
courses of instruction plusany outside work that may be required.
Third.—There must be a proper balance in the courses elected.
Fourth.—Lessons missed may be made up by such examinations or
tests as the Instructors require, but no student will be graduated
who has not attended nine-tenths of all sessions.
Fifth.—There must be sound evidence that students have orientated
to the work.
ADVANCED DIPLOMA.—An Advanced Diploma will be granted
to those completing six additional units of work, provided the following
conditions are met :
—
a. All work submitted must be of at least B grade.
b. All candidates must hold the Diploma of the Otago School of
Religious Education.
c. All courses elected must be from the advanced group, including
any prerequisite work that for any reason had not been covered.
d. Each student, in consultation with an adviser, will be expected
to investigate some vital problem in the field of his or her
specialty and to present the results in an appropriate thesis.
e. The time required for this task will be not less than two years.
/. A maximum of two units from the Diploma Course may be
credited toward the Advanced Diploma.
g. Theory, practice, ability to think creatively and work construc-
tively, plus the religious education spirit and point of view,
will be regarded as vitally essential.
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Diplomas will be offered in the following fields :
—
Administration ; Children's Division ; Young People's Division ;
Fine Arts ; Recreational Leadership ; Missionary liducation.
* In practically all cases the pre-requisite courses will be : New
Testament History and Religion ; Old Testament History and Religion ;
Life and Teachings of Jesus Christ, or The Beacon Lights of Prophecy ;
Principles of Moral and Religious Education
;
Organization and Ad-
ministration of Religious F.ducation and Physical Education.
The differentiations are enumerated below.
Specific requirements in the various fields :
—
ADMINLSTRATION.—History of Moral and Religious Educa-
tion ; Child Accounting in the Church School ; Leadership ; Church
History ; An Introduction to Educational Psychology ; Observation and
Practice Work.
t Thesis : The General Superintendent and his Task.
CHILDREN'S DIVISION.—Cradle Roll and Home Department
;
The Beginners' Department ; The Primary Department ; The Junior
Department ; A General Knowledge of Music and Worship ; Story-
telling ; The Use of Art and Recreational Leadership covering this
period ; Observation and Practice Work.
Thesis : The Characteristics and Needs of the Children in the Four
Departments of the Children's Division.
YOUNG PEOPLE'S DIVISION.—The Intermediate Department
of the Church School ; The Young People's Department in the Local
Church ; The Curriculum in Religious Education ; Principles and
Methods of Teaching the Bible to Young People
;
Leadership ; Voca-
tional Education and Guidance
; Young People's Expressional Activities.
Thesis: Through-the-Week Activities for theYoung People's Division.
THE FINE ARTS IN RELIGION.—Biblical Geography and
Archaeology ; Vocal and Literary Interpretation of the Bible ; The
Psalms, Hymns and Prayers of the Old Testament ; The Lyric and
Dramatic Writings of the Old Testament ; Music and Worship in the
Church School ; The Use of Art in Religious Education ; The Life
of Christ in Art ; The History and Theory of Pageantry and Religious
Drama ; The Technique of Pageantry ; Dramatization in Religious
Education ; Practice Period in Hymns and other Phases of Worship ;
Practice and Observation.
Thesis : The Use of Art in Religious Education.
RECREATIONAL LEADERSHIP.—The Fine Arts in Rehgion
Recreational Leadership for Children's or Young People's Division ;
Supervision of Playgrounds
;
Applied Sociology ; Vocational Education
and Guidance ; An Introduction to the Study of Society ; Mental
Diagnosis.
Thesis : A loose-leaf note-book, with suitable introduction, and
sections on Programme Building, Mixers, Active Games, Social Games,
Dramatics and Singing.
* The exceptions are indicated.
j In each case the subject indicated is suggestive of the type that might be
required.
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MISSIONARY EDUCATION.—The Life and Letters of St.
Paul
; Principles and Methods of Missionary Education ; History of
Religion (Comparative Religions) ; The Social Aspects of Foreign
Missions ; Outline History of the Christian Church from the Beginnings
of Christianity to the Present ; Practical Work under supervision in
some department of the Church School during the whole period.
A Thesis approved in form and content.
Opportunities for All.
In order to band our students and teachers together, so fostering the
professional spirit, three Associations have been formed, as under :
—
1. A CHILDREN'S DIVISION ASSOCIATION:
To provide for all students and teachers in the Children's
Division an added means of inspiration, interest, profes-
sional growth and social pleasure ; and to serve the
School of Religious Education and the Churches in general
in furthering the work of the Children's Division.
2. A YOUNG PEOPLE'S DIVISION ASSOCIATION :
(a) To unite its members in a fine fellowship as " Lovers of
Youth," and bind them closely and helpfully to the Young
People's Specialists already in the field.
(b) To act as a clearing-house for the discussion of those
problems that are of vital interest to all young people's
workers.
(c) To secure information regarding the latest developments
in this field and keep in touch with the world-wide aspects
of young people's work.
3. AN EXECUTIVE OFFICERS' ASSOCIATION :
Open to all General Superintendents, General Secretaries,
Librarians, Choristers, Assistants in these offices, and any
others charged with general executive responsibility. The
primary purpose of this Association is to act as a clearing-
house for the free interchange of ideas on problems of
organization and administration.
These Associations will be closely related to the Otago School of
Religious Education
;
they will meet monthly and bi-monthly, and will
be open to all having serious purpose.
CERTIFICATE COURSE.
For the benefit of those who cannot complete the full course in the
Otago School of Religious Education, a Certificate Course of two years
is being offered. It is hoped that this will meet the need of large numbers
of mature Teachers and Leaders.
FULL-TIME WORKERS.
Enquiries have already been received for full-time Directors of
Religious Education in Local Churches, and churches or communities
with promising young men and women ready to train are invited to send
these to the School for full-time study. A two or three years' course
will be arranged for any such.
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SPECIAL LECTURRS.
During the year two Special Lectures will be delivered, as under :
—
Tuesday, April 12.
Symposium. Theme : " How Youth may liclp in developing a
Christian (AtizcnsJiip.''
a. " What is the Church to expect of her Young People ? "
Rev. R. G. McDowall, M.A.
b. " What are the Young People to expect of the Church ? "
Allan T. McNaughton, M.A.
Tuesday, July 19.
" World Brotherhood through Christian Education."
The Rev. George H. McNeur.
REFERENCE LIBRARY FOR STUDENTS.
One of the most urgent needs of the School is a comprehensive
Library following the main lines of the studies and including some of
the great works of reference.
Friends of Religious Education throughout New Zealand and beyond
are earnestly asked for cash contributions and standard works.
FINANCE.
For its financial life the Otago School of Religious Education is
entirely dependent upon Students' Registration Fees and Freewill
Offerings.
The Otago Council of Sunday School Unions confidently looks
forward to the time when bequests in the nature of legacies and endow-
ments will come its way, so making provision for the consolidation and
expansion of the work.
The subjoined Donation Form may be used by any who wish to
help in smaller or larger ways.
DONATION FOEM.
Enclosed please find the sum of .pounds
shillings pence to be
devoted to the General Funds of the Otago School of Religious Education.
Name
Address
Please mail to
Mr. H. S. MANSON, General Treasurer,
Otago Council S.S. Unions,
45 Frame Street,
North East Valley,
Dunedin, New Zealand.
Courses of Instruction.
1.
BIBLICAL HISTORY AND LITERATURE.
1-2.—NEW TESTAMENT HISTORY AND RELIGION.—An
historical survey covering the whole range of New Testament Literature
and intended as pre requisite to all further New Testament study.
The course will be essentially appreciative, tracing the life of Christ,
organization and spread of the early Christian Church, the life and work
of St. Paul and the Johannine writings.
A pre-requisite course to all further New Testament study. Required
of first-year students and of all others who have not had its equivalent.
One hour weekly, first and second terms.
(Not given 1927.)
3-4.—OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY AND RELIGION.—An
appreciative survey course tracing the history and literature of the Hebrew
people from the earliest times till the advent of Christ. The prime
purpose of the course will be to lead the student to an understanding of
the great contribution made by the Hebrews in their religious life and
thought. A pre-requisite to all further Old Testament study. Required
of first-year students and of all others who have not had its equivalent.
One hour weekly, first and second terms.
Rev. J. J. Cairney.
Rev. a. C. Standage.
5-6.—LIFE AND TEACHINGS OF JESUS.—This course will
include a chronological and descriptive study of the personality, life,
and public ministry of the Master as these are revealed in the Gospel
narratives and other important writings. Then will follow a systematic
study of the teachings of Jesus concerning God, Man, Sin, Salvation,
the Kingdom of God, the Future Life, etc.
One of the major aims will be to show the development of Christ-
ological thought and the meaning of Christ for the life of the world
to-day.
Open only to those who have completed Courses I, i and 2.
One hour weekly, first and second terms.
(Not given 1927.)
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7-—BIBLICAL GEOGRAPHY AND ARCHAiOLOC}Y. —This
course is designed to give some accurate knowledge of the Biblical back-
grounds and to stress the value of these in teaching.
Maps of various kinds
—
geographical, political, economic, etc.—will
be studied, and something of the history and significance of excavation
in Bible lands indicated. Students will be required to do a fair amount
of practical work, but artistic skill is not a pre- requisite.
One hour, second term.
(Not given 1927.)
8.—THE BEACON LIGHTS OF PROPHECY.—This will be an
appreciative review of the lives and writings of several of the Major
Prophets, with special reference to the conditions that produced them
and the significance of their work for us. After this general review the
remainder of the time will be spent on an intensive study of one of the
group.
Open only to those who have completed Courses I 1-2, I 3-4.
One hour, first term. Rev. C. Maitland Elliss.
9.—THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF ST. PAUL.—The genius
and spread of Christianity will be investigated and traced from the
Christian Community in Jerusalem to its spread throughout the Gryeco-
Roman ^X'orld. This will largely centre in the personality of the Apostle
Paul. Then will follow a survey of his writings in sequence, culminating
in a fairly intensive study of one of the major Epistles.
Open only to those who have completed Courses I 1-2, I 3-4.
One hour weekly, second term. Rev. A. C. W. Standage.
"The Bible is a record of the progressive revelation which God has made
of Himself through the religious experiences of a chosen people. '
'
'
' Revelation was an educational process, and from the nature of the case
had to be progressive."
"Yoimg people and older people should he given sound, wholesome prin-
ciples of judgment, and then bidden to do their Protestant duty of reading
their Bibles for themselves."
"The Bible finds the great vindication for its authority in human
experience. '
'
—Dean Charles R. Brown.
"If you want a vision for the world, first gain one for yourself; first gain
the sense of your own need of the Eternal God as love, and the sense of your
capacity to beat down all your moral enemies under your feet. Out of these
forms of faith in your own soul will come a glorious vision, the bloom of your
youth for the well-being, the salvation of mankind."—George A. Gordon.
"If the Church is going to keep its young people, she must set them to
work in a definite crusade during the years when they are full of eager desire
to do hard and exacting work for the Kingdom."—Lionel B. Fletcher.
"The magnet of God is the man of God, magnetized by the Spirit of God."
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II.
DEPARTMENTAL METHODS.
1-2.—THE PRIMARY DEPARTMENT OF THE CHURCH
SCHOOL.—Lectures outlining child psychology of the sixth, seventh,
and eighth years, with principles and methods of teaching.
One hour, first and second terms. (Not given 1927.)
3-4—THE JUNIOR DEPARTMENT OF THE CHURCH
SCHOOL.—A study of the child of nine, ten, and eleven years
;
the materials to be handled and the methods used.
One hour, first and second terms. (Not given 1927.)
5.—CRADLE ROLL AND HOME DEPARTMENT.—A study
of the characteristics of the Cradle Roll child. The organization and
equipment of the Cradle Roll Department.
Scope and organization of the Home Department.
One hour, first term. Mrs. Blair.
Miss Allen.
6.—BEGINNERS' DEPARTMENT.—A study of the problems
of the four and five-year-old child. Methods of teaching and building
Sunday and week-day programmes. One hour, second term.
Textbook : Beard, Frederica, The Beginner's Worker and Work.
Miss Allen.
Miss Kane.
7-8.—THE INTERMEDIATE DEPARTMENT OF THE
CHURCH SCHOOL.—An intensive study of the characteristics of boys
and girls of twelve, thirteen, and fourteen years of age ; an evaluation
of the materials of instruction and an examination of the methods to be
used in meeting the needs of this period. Open to all Young People's
Workers.
One hour, first and second terms. Mr. Blair.
Miss Calder.
9-10.—YOUNG PEOPLE'S WORK IN THE LOCAL CHURCH.
—The aim of this course will be to examine the work of the Intermediate
Department, Junior and Senior Bible Classes, and similar organizations,
and to develop a unified and comprehensive programme for all
adolescents within the Local Church. Careful study will be made of
Lesson Materials, Activities, Christian Commitment and Service,
Worship, Administration, and the discovery and training of Leadership.
Open to all Young People's Workers.
One hour, first and second terms. Mr. Blair.
Miss Nelson.
"The second main period from twelve to twenty-four includes the very
heart of life. Childhood looks foi-ward to it and prepares for it. From it
Adulthood takes many of its important characteristics. This is the time when
a little good will go fai-ther for good, and a little evil for evil, than any time
in life. This is the most inviting and highly potential group in the world."
* Observation and practice periods to be arranged.
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III.
GENERAL COURSES.
1-2.—PRINCIPLES OF MORAL AND RELIGIOUS EDUCA-
TION.—A careful examination of the general principles undergirding
moral and religious education, and an attempt to apply these principles
to the concrete problems confronting us in the general community, home,
church and school.
One hour, first and second terms. (Not given 1927.)
3-4—ORGANIZATIONANDADMINISTRATIONOFMORAL
AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.—This course will briefly consider
the organization, general administration, curriculum and programme of
religious education. The graded school idea will be developed and
practical problems set for all departments.
One hour, first and second terms. (Not given 1927.)
5.—PRACTICE PERIOD FOR SUPERINTENDENTS OF
CHILDREN'S DIVISION. — This course considers the practical
problems of organization, administration and curriculum of the Children's
Division. Open only to Superintendents. Time, place, and length of
term to be mutually arranged.
One hour, first term. (Not given 1927.)
6-7.—PRACTICE CLASS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE'S LEADERS.
This course will be essentially practical, and will deal with (a) general
principles and problems of Young People's Work ; (b) Young People's
expressional activities. Open to Bible Class Leaders and Superinten-
dents of Intermediate Departments.
One hour, first and second terms. (Not given 1927.)
8.—THE USE OF ART IN RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.—This
course will deal with the picture—how to read it. It will attempt to
discover the religious sources of art and the place of art in teaching
religion. It will include a study of some of the masterpieces of painting
that illustrate the Life of Christ.
One hour, first term. (Not given 1927.)
9.—MUSIC AND WORSHIP IN THE CHURCH SCHOOL.—
The function of Music in the Departments of the Church School
;
hymnology ; interpretation of music as an aid to worship ; the inculca-
tion of reverence and training in worship.
One hour, second term.. (Not given 1927)
10.—PRINCIPLES AND METHODS OF MISSIONARY EDU-
CATION.—A study of the basic principles upon which Missionary work
rests, together with a discussion of the best methods of imparting Mis-
sionary Education and creating a prayerful and intelligent attitude
toward " the regions beyond."
One hour, second term.
(Not given 1927.) Rev. H. H. Barton.
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11.—HISTORY OF MORAL AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.
This course will attempt to follow the evolution of Man's moral and
religious natures, as manifested in his ideals and great institutions.
The major movements and organizations that have tended to promote
moral and religious education will be carefully examined.
One hour, second term.
(Not given 1927.) Professor Lav^'SOn
(With the co-operation of Professors
Dunlop and Elder).
12.—CHILD ACCOUNTING IN THE CHURCH SCHOOL.—
An attempt will be made to acquaint Superintendents and other executive
officers with the basic purposes of Pupil and Teacher records, how these
should be kept, the essential features of periodic reports, and the value
of such reports. The course will be practical in nature, and students
enrolling may attempt such a task as building a set of Church School
record blanks for Dunedin or New Zealand.
One hour, second term. Mr. Moore.
13.—THE CURRICULUM IN RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.—
What is a valid theory of the Curriculum and Principles underlying the
evolving of lesson schemes, with special reference to modern Church
Schools? An evaluation will be made of the competing Lesson Courses
and suggestions offered for a revised curriculum to meet existing needs.
Open only to mature students. One hour, first term. Mr. Blair.
Miss Macfie.
14.—PRINCIPLES AND METHODS OF TEACHING THE
BIBLE TO YOUNG PEOPLE.—(a) Principles : A study of such terms
as revelation, inspiration, authority, and Christian certainty, followed by
an evaluation of the various current methods of scriptural interpretation.
The purpose of the course will be to arrive at a valid and defensible
method in studying and interpreting the Scriptures.
{b) Methods : An examination of some of the best text-books and an
attempt to organise effective courses of study.
This course will be largely seminar in character, and will be open
only to those who have serious purpose and possess a satisfactory
knowledge of the Scriptures.
One hour, second term. Miss Macfie and Assistants.
15-16.—APPLIED SOCIOLOGY.—(a) Principles: An attempt
to grasp the primary principles of sociological science, and to aid students
in arriving at sane decisions concerning social policies and their applica-
tion to the betterment of social life.
(b) Practice : This will be an application of Course (a) from the
Christian point of view. It will study the relationships which psychology
in its various aspects bears to social science, and deal with concrete social
conditions in the family, church, public school etc., tracing social progress
through the socialized individual elimination of evils, social education
religious education, etc.
One hour, first and second terms. (Not given 1927.)
17.—STORY-TELLING.—The construction and choice of the
story and its adaptation to the various grades of the Children's Division.
Practice in story-telling will be a feature of the course.
One hour, first term. Mrs. Blair.
Miss Moss.
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18.—THROUGH-THH-WEEK ACTIVITIES FOR THE CHIL-
DREN'S DIVISION.—This course deals with the theory of play and
its practical relation to the expressional life of the child in the four depart-
ments of the Children's Division.
One hour, second term. Miss Moss,
Miss Allen.
19.—THE HISTORY, THEORY AND TECHNIQUE OF
PAGEANTRY.—A study of types of pageants and religious dramas and
of sources of material available for religious and social uses, with its
development for religious and community values.
Practical work in directing pageants.
One hour, first term. Mrs. Blair
20.—AN INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOL-
OGY.—This will be a popular approach to the basic psychological facts
which should underly all teaching and management of children and
young people. A study of the mind should suggest the proper materials
of instruction and the methods by which these are to be imparted.
One hour, second term. (Not given 1927.) Mr. Moore.
21.—THE HISTORY OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH.—This
will be a survey course relating closely to I, i and 2. The objects of
the course will be to give a coherent view of the whole scope of Church
History and to describe and interpret the origins and evolution of the
Christian Church.
Attention will be paid to the underlying principles, great personalities
and educational activities of the Church and to the significance of these
as instruments in dealing with present-day problems of religious education.
One hour, first term. (Not given 1927.) Rev. J. Pringle.
22.—HISTORY OF RELIGION.—The backgrounds of religious
belief will be examined and the stronger existing systems compared and
contrasted with Christianity.
One hour, second term. (Not given 1927.) Rev. H. H. Barton
23.—LEADERSHIP IN RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.—This
course is designed to meet the needs of those who are anxious to discover
and develop qualities of Leadership in themselves and others. There
will be discussions on choosing and rating potential Leaders, approaching
and influencing people in general, physical, mental and spiritual fitness,
etc. Those aspiring to the leadership of young people should find the
course specially helpful.
One hour, first term. (Not given 1927.)
24.—VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND GUIDANCE.—These
terms will be considered in relation to the industries, business, and the
professions, and their aims and relationships discussed. The course
should be of value to parents, teachers, social service workers, directors
of industrial and commercial establishments, and others interested in a
liberal approach to educational opportunity.
One hour, second term. (Not given 1927.)
25.—PHYSICAL EDUCATION.—Will deal with the underlying
principles of physical education, stressing the necessity for poise and
health of body and mind. In the more practical section games and
gymnastics will be studied as educational agencies.
One hour, second term. Mr. Hanna
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26.—THE CHURCH AND COMMUNITY WELFARE.—This
course will discuss : (a) The nature of the Christian Church and her
function in the community, (b) Methods of work by city and country
Churches.
The course will be largely seminar in character, and will be open to
diploma students and mature church and social workers.
One hour, first term. Rev. J. Richards.
27.—THE SOCIAL ASPECTS OF FOREIGN MISSIONS.—
A study of the social customs and conventionaHties in various foreign
fields, and stress upon the necessity for appreciative understanding of
these by those essaying to help.
Specially recommended for those contemplating mission work at
home or abroad, members of missionary and social organizations, etc.
One hour, second term. Rev. H. H. Barton.
28.—ESSENTIALS OF CHRISTIAN BELIEF.—What arc the
essentials of Christian belief? Are they capable of meeting the objec-
tions of Philosophy, Science, etc. ? Upon what philosophic and experien-
tial basis does it rest ?
Open only to mature students. One hour, second term.
Dr. F. W. Dunlop and others.
29.—PRACTICE CLASS FOR LEADERS OF BOYS AND
YOUNGER MEN.—This special course for men only is designed to
furnish a quick, practical, and effective approach to the whole field of
expressional activities for these groups. It is open to all present Teachers
and Leaders from the Intermediate Department up. Those aspiring to
effective Leadership and interested mature workers will be admitted.
One hour, first term. Mr. Adair.
30.—ADOLESCENT PSYCHOLOGY.—A study of adolescent
devefopment through its various stages, to be followed by a discussion
of adolescent problems and environmental factors.
One hour, second term. Mr. Fawcett.
31.—SUPERVISION OF CHILDREN'S DIVISION.—This
course will discuss organization, administration and methods of teaching
in the Children's Division, embracing Cradle Roll, Beginners, Primary,
and Junior Departments.
Open to diploma students and mature superintendents.
One hour, first term. Mrs. Blair.
STUDENTS WHO RECEIVED DIPLOMAS, NOVEMBER 23, 1926,
WITH TITLES OF THESES.
Dorothy Gilbert Allen : Theory and Practice in the Beginners'
Department.
Ethel May Calder : Expressional Activity of Early and Middle Adoles-
cence in the Local Church.
Aletta de Briton Hutton : A Tentative Outline of the Essentials of
Junior Work.
Grace Hope Kane : The Essentials of Primary Work.
Elizabeth Kaye Macfie : National Leadership of Young People's Work
in New Zealand.
Doreen Hilda Moss : The Growth of a Junior Department.
Martha Fisher Murdoch : The Essentials of Primary Work.
Margaret Marion Nelson : A Programme of Young People's Work
in the Local Church.
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SUNDAY SCHOOLS THE WOKLD OVEB.
THIBTT MILLION Scbolars are enrolled in the world's Sunday Schools.
THREE MILLION Sunday School Teachers represent the largest volunteer
force ever raised for one task in the world's history.
FIPTY-TWO Nations were personally represented at The World's Simday
School Congress, Glasgow, 1924.
NEW ZEALAND SUNDAY SCHOOLS.
In round numhers there are
—
250,000 Children in New Zealand of Sunday School age.
150,000 Children in New Zealand Sunday Schools.
100,000 Children not attending Sunday rjchool constitute a challenge to the
Christian Churches of New Zealand.
NEW ZEALAND'S GREATEST NATIONAL NEED.
An Alliance cf HOME and CHURCH and STATE to provide the nation's
childhood and youth with a completely unified education for character and life.
' 'Anything else but a determined attempt at character building is merely
playing with the greatest problem of national and international life."
—G. E. Fawcett in "Journal of Education" (London) Dec, 1925.
"An agreed national system of religious education is very far from being
the insoluble problem and unattainable ideal it was in the past. . . .
The time has come to reopen definitely the great issue of National
Religious Education, in a new atmosphere, in a different spirit, and
in what might be called a vaster plane. In particular, in the light
alike of recent history and its lessons, of modem psychological studies,
and of ecclesiastical developments in the last ten years, with the new
and vigorous impulse towards tolerance and co-operation, it should
be possible to approach the subject without the old sectarian soreness
and also in a far more interesting and human way."—Bishop E. A.
Burroughs.

APPBIIDIX X
N3\V Z3ALAWD AT A GLAIICB
Ne7/ Zealand -vas discovered by the great Dutch
navigator, Abel Tasraan in 1642, "but Holland lost this
opportunity of establishing a colony in the South Pacific.
The islands were rediscovere i in 1769 by Captain Cook,
whose voyages drev? attention to the possibilities of
successful settlement by migrants from the United Kingdom,
but it was not until 1840 tHat organized colonisation had
its first meesure of success.
New Zealsnd, as the vrorld map shows, hss a very
important position in the sunny cJouth Pacific, about
1,E00 miles to the eastward of Australia. Including out-
lying islets and the I-.oss Territory, the boundaries of
New Zealand stretch from the Tropics to Antarctica.
The main islands, North, South, and Stewart, ex-
tending more than a thousand miles between the parallels
of 54 degrees and 48 degrees and the meridians of 166 de-
grees and 179 degrees east longitude, are renowned for the
fertility of soil and mildness of climate. The Dominion
proper has an area (103,285 square miles) which is about
a seventh larger than that of Oreat Britain (86,643 square
miles )
.
In 1926, New .Zealand proper had r population of
about 1,400,000. Nearly 95 per cent of this total is of the
British race and 4 per cent liaori (native rice),
AltOFrether, the occupies areas amount to about
45,575,000 acres out of a total area of 66,292,000 acres.
Much of the occupied land is still far short of its full
productive capacity, for about 25,000,000 acres are classified
as "unimproved". The cultivated areas make an aggregate of
18,450,000 acres of which pastures comprise 16,566,000 acres.
New Zealand, at present, dopencis m.ainly on the
pastoral industries for its remarkable prosperity, which
has given the people a very high average of purchasing
power. There is an average of a dairy cov/ and 18 sheep
per head of population. During recent years the Dominion
(108)
r
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hes become the ^vorld's largest exporter of clsiry produce.
The citioG and tovznR, linked by good railways end
roads, have nod irn provision for health and comfort. ?he
prosperity of the country has enabled the people to
encoura«?e their Trovernment and local bodies to undertclre
progressive policies to assure a standard of living 7;hich
no other country has surpassed.
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EAEOTONGA GENEALOGIES.
Generations.
95 Te Tumu= Papa (/)
Te Nga-taito-ariki
Mua
Eanga
} lived in
or A\
Atia-te-varinga-nui
avaiki-te-varinga-nui
Unga
90 Engi
Niua
Tamore
Ru-roa
Ru-poto
85 Ru-maeaea
Ru-tapatapa-i-aa
Ueuenuku
Ueuerangi
Tu-ei
80 Maru-i-te-rangi
Noa
Tapu
Angaia-ki-te-rangi
Tangaroa-maitu-rangi
75 Tangaroa-tiputa-pe
Te Pou-o-te-rangi
Maro
Te Tupua
Ara-nui
70 Runa
Ru
Aio
Peke-to-io
Peke-to-ake
65 Peke-tea-tama
la-tea-tama
la-te-po
la-te-ao
la-mama
60 la-te-ata
la-tupu-ranga
la-makaro
la-tangata
Tangata-nui
55 Tangata-rai
Tangata-katoa
I-te-katoaranga
I-a-te-atu
Tiki
50 Taito-rangi-ngunguru
Taito-rangi-ngangana
Toro-ki-raatangi
Te Irapanga
Tu-tarangi
45 Tangaroa-maro-uka
Tu-takapu-a-uta
Tu-takapu-a-tai
Te Arunga
I
Te Araro
40 Te Atoru-aitu
Te Atoru-ake-na
Aitu
Ao-keu
Ao-rai
35 Ao-ki-rupe
Ao-ki-vananga
Ao-ki-atu
Raki-tu
Raki-roa
30 Te Ariki-tapu-kura
Moe-itiiti
Moe-rekareka
Moe-metua
I
Moe-tara-uri {circa 1250)
26 Iro (the Maori Whiro)
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80
75
70
65
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Te Itonga
Te Ake-rua
Nae-tu-kura
Nae-iki-aitu
Tua-ariki
Taki-varu
Te Pu-rara
Avaiki-maine
Tu-te-iku-mea
Tu-mai-oni
Te Marua-o-Avaiki
Tamarua-nui
Tamarua-paipai
Tamarua-tukinga
Tamarua-taunga
Tamarua-oki-rua
Tamarua-te-aranga
Tamarua-pai {circa 1250)
Te Turau= Papa (/) f'ived in Atia-te-varinga-
Te Nga-taito-ariki, 2 Atea, 3 Te Tupua-nui-o-Avaiki, 4 Pupu, 5 Kau-kura < NUI or Avaiki-TE-varinga-
I
I
Inui
Tu-te-rangi-marama
Eanga
Maina
Maeata
Makaro
Te Marama
Te Eanga-ki-te-ao
Tangata-kato
Te Atu-tanganga
Te Atu-te-ngatata
Te Atu-te-ki
Te Atu
Tiki
Taito-rangi-ngunguru
Taito-rangi-ioio
Taito-kuru-angiangi
Taito-kuru-ma-rakamea
Vai-takere
Ina== Maui-tikitikiTe Tarava
Te Tarava-enua
Te Rua-enua
Rua-mata-iko
Ara-kapua, 2 Punupunu, 3 Uta-rei
Te Ara-o-nga-atua
Toi
Punga-verevere
Manu
Manu-kaiaia
Manu-kavakevake
Ore
Turanga Ruru
Rongo-rua
Rira
Te Ira-panga
Tu-tarangi {ct. of Tu-tavake)^
Etoi
Etai
Emaunga
Erangi
Ui-tamua
Ui-taringa
Ui-te-rangi-ora
Te Rangi
Ata-o-te-rangi
Tara-o-te-rangi
Te Paku-o-te-rangi
Te Uka-o-te-rangi
Uu
Ane
Taipu
I
. .
Tuna-ariki {ct.) 1 Tu-ei-puku, 2 Maru
57 Tu
55
40
35
Kati-ongia
Kapua
Atonga (ct. Rata)
Te Arutanga-a-nuku
Te Arutanga-a-rangi
Te Amaru-ariki
Te Amaru-enua
Te Uenga-ariki
Te Uenga-enua
40
35
Tu-tavake= Au-mea-ki-aitu (/)
Turi-ara
Renga-ariki= Kau-oia
1 Tu-tonga-kai-a-Iti, 2 Turi-pakea {ct.) Mataru
Te Memeru
Te Memeru-enua
50 Te Eraaema-a-rangi
Eina= Ua-uri-raka-moana
Papa-ma-taiko
1 Karii
Kari-kaa
2 Taaki
Papa-neke Varavara-ura (/)= Turi
45 Ngana-kou-kupenga
Pou-ariki
Reua-uenga
Ngana-te-tupua=
Apakura= Vaea-te-atu-nuku
2 Vaea-ma-kapua
Rua-aangu
Tu-nui
Koro-aka-ata
Otu-tuki-kika
Tu-kiekie
Koro-matau-aro
Koro-taa-katau =
1 Tu-ranga-taua
Angai-i-mua (/)
35
32 3 Rua-tea= Vai-roa (/) 2 Koro-panga-ki-aua
30
Kau-tea
Kau-mango
Vai-iti
Kau-kura
Ono-kura=Te Ata-nua (/)
Nga-upoko-turua
Ngamaru
Kotuku-tea
1 Kaua = Te Putai-ariki (/)
I
Tangiia-ariki
Rua-taunga
Akanoi-raro
Akanoi-raro-taunga
Turanga-te-tiki
Vairanga-te-tiki
Te Rangi
Te Akaau-ariki
42 Makea-vaero-rangi= Iva
I
Makea-tavake
40 Nuku-akatau-ariki
Makea-ariki
Taitopu
Makea-mimiti-nui
Makea-ka-tu-iti
35 Ikitia
Apainga
Meke
(/) Ruamano= Pou-vananga-roa Kau-ngaki
I
{ctrca 1250) 26 Tangiia-nui
Motoro
Maonga =Pou-tea
I
Tutapu-aru-roa {circa 1250)
Anga-takurua
30 Utu-ariki
To-pata
Rongo-aku
27 Te Uru-o-Iva
{ct. of Tangiia-nui) Tara-mai-te-tonga {circa 1250)
Akanoi-ariki
Ariki-mei-tai, or Makea
30 Te Pou-o-te-rangi
Makea-ka-peu-te-rangi
Oe
Eaa
I
26 Karika {circa 1250)
Note.-
-ct. means " contemporary with "
Figures shows generations back from A.D. 1900.
Uenuku-rakei-ora 2 Tane-here-pi
Uenuku-te-aitu
Ruatapu {circa 1350, date of " The Fleet " leaving
Tahiti and Rarotonga for New Zealand.)
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IG. 8.—Maori war-canoe. (After Cook
fSeo Papro 1]
'I
(See Par-e 13)

J.14
(See Page 14)
i0
The tiki or heitilri (neck-pendant) is a
rudely fashioned figure, generally made
from Hew Zealand green stone, intended to
represent the human embryo. It was viev/ed
as a fertilizing ap-ent, hence it was
properly v/orn by women only.
-31sdon Best
.
(See Pacre 15)
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CAPTAIN COOK
From the painting in the National Portrait Gallery, painted in J/66
for the Governor ofXezv/oimdland
" Indomlta*ble stern,
A hard, just, patient man, and taciturn ;
With. Palliser, who put the French to shame,
Before the mast he served : "by merit sheer
He rose* Authority his "birthright, plain
In his told countenance shone and mien austere;
His loyal strong hand ar.d subtle "brain
Stamp him true Yorkshire, and his long career
Grlows wi-tti a so"ber glory pure of 3tain#"
Arnold Wall,
" A Century of Nev/ Zealand's Praise."
(See page 22)
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CapeFoubnnd,-^
CapeBrptt
CAfB EAST
Citcadu.
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I)ouJ>tfiilllT,
Fori tiE
rs Bay
E E, L. A
CATE West!
I/u- Traps rarje-uE
[From "Cook's Voyages"]
CAPTAIN COOK'S MAP OF NEW ZEALAND
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THE TREATY OF WAITANOI 59
I
From a bas-relief on the Diamond Jubilee monument of
Queen Victoria, Wellington]
HENRY WILLIAMS AT WAITANGI
(See P&f-e 39)

(See Page 41)

73a
(See Page 42)
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(See Pa^e 55)
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:
A MAORI WITH TATTOOED FACE
A PORTRAIT OF TAWHIAO, THE SECOND MAORI "KING"
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DR. JOHN R. MOTT.
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